#MacroSW Transcript

Healthcare social media transcript of the #MacroSW hashtag.
See #MacroSW Influencers/Analytics.

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Our next #MacroSW chat is in 15 minutes! Let's talk about social work's role in #KeepingFamiliesTogether.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
just 15 minutes til the #MacroSW chat on immigration policy begins! https://t.co/yoF7wRy7xi

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
TONIGHT! The role of Social Wkrs within the context of a particular policy can cause us to pause & think about possible ethical concerns. Let’s about the U.S. immigration policy & what we, as members of this profession, should be doing to address it. #MacroSW https://t.co/MRDkpJRKGt

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat starts in less than 30 minutes - let's discuss how #socialwork can help #KeepFamliesTogether! https://t.co/6RdIKo6tkj

ACOSA @acosaorg

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Hey Everyone, please forgive the soon to be flurry of tweets, #MacroSW begins in 10 minutes!!!!

Erline Grise-Owens @DrGriseOwens
RT @socworkpodcast: Self care takes planning, dedication, and good friends to support you. Listen to Erline Grise-Owens and her good frien

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral

Maggie @MDRSWRJ
RT @UBSSW: just 15 minutes til the #MacroSW chat on immigration policy begins! https://t.co/yoF7wRy7xi

Rachel L. West @poliSW
#MacroSW starts in 4 min. Topic: US Immigration Policy: 2018 What must social workers do?

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: #MacroSW starts in 4 min. Topic: US Immigration Policy: 2018 What must social workers do?

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Excuse my increased tweet volume... #MacroSW is starting in just a few minutes!
Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Excuse my increased tweet volume... #MacroSW is starting in just a few minutes!

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Welcome to #MacroSW chat!

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Again, please forgive the flurry of tweets, #MacroSW starts now!

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Welcome to #MacroSW chat!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome to #MacroSW chat!

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: I'm Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW Partner, and I'll be hosting tonight's chat: U.S. Immigration Policy - What must social workers do?

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @poliSW: #MacroSW starts in 4 min. Topic: US Immigration Policy: 2018 What must social workers do?

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia): https://t.co/fLHdEXX4no

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
I'm Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW Partner, and I'll be hosting tonight's chat: U.S. Immigration Policy - What must social workers do?

NASW @nasw
Glad to be here! #MacroSW as we discuss how #socialwork can #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/ayAdQxEBxP

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia) https://…

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: I'm Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW Partner, and I'll be hosting tonight's chat: U.S. Immigration Policy - What must social workers do?

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @StuckonSW: "Why companies need to hire social workers" via @jakebullinger of @FastCompany (you da man!!) #NASW2018 #macrows #swtech #…

Jennifer Luria @JLuriaLISW
#MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Incredibly honored to have the @NASW join us at #MacroSW tonight! https://t.co/VIPdmM89Lb
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat.

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Please excuse the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Welcome to #MacroSW chat!

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A very special thanks to @Nasw, who is joining our #MacroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/bFfedzpz7R

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: I'm Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW Partner, and I'll be hosting tonight's chat: U.S. Immigration Policy - What must social

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia)
https://…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Glad to be here!#MacroSW as we discuss how #socialwork can #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/ayAdQxEBxP

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia)
https://…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A very special thanks to @Nasw, who is joining our #MacroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/bFfedzpz7R

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia)
https://…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
First, some #MacroSW housekeeping: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71RDei #MacroS

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @nasw: Glad to be here!#MacroSW as we discuss how #socialwork can #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/ayAdQxEBxP

aubree @aubree0119
Excuse the tweet storm...participating in the #MacroSW chat https://t.co/8VKL8JId3q

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: First, some #MacroSW housekeeping: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71R…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Agreed! #MacroSW https://t.co/4Laluecvok
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: I'm Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW Partner, and I'll be hosting tonight's chat: U.S. Immigration Policy - What must social…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia) https/…

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@aubree0119 Great to have you with us tonight, Aubree! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: First, some #MacroSW housekeeping: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71R…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: First, some #MacroSW housekeeping: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71R…

Grace Durbin @Grace_Durbin
RT @nasw: Glad to be here! #MacroSW as we discuss how #socialwork can #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/ayAdQxECb

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
More housekeeping: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/WEtYdcZUqV

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: A very special thanks to @Nasw, who is joining our #MacroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/bFledzp7R

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: More housekeeping: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/WEtYdcZUk

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A very special thanks to @Nasw, who is joining our #MacroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/bFledzp7R

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: More housekeeping: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/WEtYdcZUk

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macrosw! Nancy Kusmaul from @umbc @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic . Sad that we have to discuss this topic, but excited to learn what we can do.
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Incredibly honored to have the @NASW join us at #MacroSW tonight! https://t.co/VIPdmM89Lb

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Tonight, we’ll be discussing the current situation on the U.S. Southern border, and what social work must do. #MacroSW

Ronni Emden @RonniEmden
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here’s my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia) https://…

aubree @aubree0119
I’m a student at @UBSSW going for my MSW & MPH....feeling so troubled with....well, everything lately. So much work to be done... #MacroS

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we’ll be discussing the current situation on the U.S. Southern border, and what social work must do. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we’ll be discussing the current situation on the U.S. Southern border, and what social work must do. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @spcummings: A very special thanks to @Nasw, who is joining our #MacroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/bFfedzpz7R

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! Nancy Kusmaul from @umbc @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic. Sad that we have to discuss this topic... exci...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hi, I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - Such an important area to learn more about! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: Hi, I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - Such an important area to learn more about! #MacroSW

Ashley R. Blanchard @_AshBlanchard
Ashley Blanchard, policy & research analyst and activist logging on! #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participated in a press conference on Capitol Hill Yesterday decrying family separations. Video is at the top of our Facebook page https://t.co/svhNkNLaJ4 #MacroS

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate a…

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
#MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question answers. In addition, we will also have general Q & A after Q3.

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Hi, Kristin here. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question answers.

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate in a…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@_AshBlanchard Hi @_AshBlanchard. Happy you could be here tonight. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate in a…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@aubree0119 @spcummings Yes, and that is why there are social workers! We learn how to carry on! #MacroSW https://t.co/heV55LB3fD

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here in Boston, #socialworkinstructor @SimmonsMSW #MacroSW #swtech https://t.co/Pbo0mr5lcq

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Let’s start w/ introductions! I’m Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at the University of Iowa School of Social Work.

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
I am Matt Schwartz, a (recent) Alumni of the @UBSSW, and a Mental Health Counselor in Buffalo, NY #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Let’s start w/ introductions! I’m Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at the University of Iowa School of Social Work.

aubree @aubree0119
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic I agree, I’m so sad this is even happening...it’s unbelievable. But I need to kr what I can do! <3 #MacroSW

luasol38 @luasol38
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate in a…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@porndaughter Good evening, Kristin! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question answers.
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question an

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participa

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Let’s start w/ introductions! I’m Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at the University c

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
Hello #MacroSW. Eriel, alumni from USC MSW program.

Brad Watson @BradWatson9
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrCll]
https://…

NASW @nasw
Thank you! We're glad to participate. #MacroSW #NASW2018 https://t.co/ULcMjjvzin

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @spcummings: Tonight, we'll be discussing the current situation on the U.S. Southern border, and what social work must do. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @aubree0119: @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic I agree, I'm so sad this is even happening...it's unbelievable. But I ne...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participa

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW Great to see you tonight, Matt! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@aubree0119 @UBSSW Hi Aubree. I agree....just this continuous feeling of unrest and discomfort....#macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: Thank you! We're glad to participate. #MacroSW #NASW2018 https://t.co/ULcMjjvzin

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: Let's start w/ introductions! I'm Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at the University c

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW Great to see you tonight, Matt! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
CONGRATS!!!!!!! Welcome to our #socialwork family!! #MacroSW https://t.co/EXolhg27Fc
Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz @spcummings @UBSSW Great to be here! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz RT @karenzgoda: CONGRATS!!!!!!! Welcome to our #socialwork family!! #MacroSW https://t.co/EXolhg27Fc

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @aubree0119: @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic I agree, I'm so sad this is even happening...it's unbelievable. But I ne...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @aubree0119: Excuse the tweet storm...participating in the #MacroSW chat https://t.co/8VKLBjld3q

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz @karenzgoda Thank you!!!!!! #MacroSW :-) <3

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @spcummings: First, some #MacroSW housekeeping: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71R...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight's discussion will attempt to look at how social work should engage with this controversial issue. #macroSW What we know so far: succumbing to pressure, @realDonaldTrump signed an executive order Wednesday

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter @aubree0119 @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic I'm very sad too. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings RT @nasw: Thank you! We're glad to participate. #MacroSW #NASW2018 https://t.co/ULcMjjvzin

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @aubree0119: Excuse the tweet storm...participating in the #MacroSW chat https://t.co/8VKLBjld3q

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @nancy_kusmaul: @aubree0119 @UBSSW Hi Aubree. I agree.....just this continuous feeling of unrest and discomfort....#macrosw

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here's my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia) https:/…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @UBSSW: @aubree0119 @spcummings Yes, and that is why there are social workers! We learn how to carry on! #MacroSW https://t.co/heV55LB3fD

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @UBSSW: @aubree0119 @spcummings Yes, and that is why there are social workers! We learn how to carry on! #MacroSW https://t.co/heV55LB3ID
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: @aubree0119 @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic I'm very sad too. #MacroSW

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
@aubree0119 Welcome to #MacroSW tonight!

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
The first question will be posted in 1 minute! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight’s discussion will attempt to look at how social work sh...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: The first question will be posted in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
I am Erin, a Master’s Student in Public Policy at the University of New Hampshire, but very interested in immigration policy & currently enrolle...

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: More housekeeping: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/WEtYdcZUk

Annemarie Conlon @Annemarie401
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW! Who are you wearing to #KeepFamiliesTogether? Here’s my coat (Source: https://t.co/4ZPvDrClia) https:/

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
I'm Zane May, a recent MSW grad from Wichita State University, and I work in the realm of Medicaid #macrosw

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! Nancy Kusmaul from @umbc @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic . Sad that we have to discuss this topic today. Excit...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@JLuriaLISW Welcome to the #MacroSW chat, Jennifer!

Victoria @VictoriaBBurns
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participated in a... 🖤

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic I agree, I'm so sad this is even happening...it's unbelievable.

But I ne...

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic Welcome back to #MacroSW!
Rachel L. West @poliSW

Im a #MacroSW chat co-founder and partner. I also rep @acosaorg on the chats. Im a advocacy and community outreach consultant providing services to nonprofits as well as career coaching.

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW

RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participated...an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @spccummings: Tonight, we’ll be discussing the current situation on the U.S. Southern border, and what social work must do. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz

@erinpuglia Welcome!! Also, the @NASW has some great #SWTech standards to SW Technology, though I'm sure your class has probably crammed it (but just in case they haven't!) #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @aubree0119: I'm a student at @UBSSW going for my MSW & MPH....feeling so troubled with....well, everything lately. So much work to t

Stephen Cummings @spccummings

@erinpuglia It's great to have you here tonight, Erin! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @UBSSW: Hi, I'm Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - Such an important area to learn more about! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @_AshBlanchard: Ashley Blanchard, policy & research analyst and activist logging on! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW

Hi Erin, welcome to the chat. #MacroSW https://t.co/AUNdTl7x7u

Stephen Cummings @spccummings

RT @poliSW: Im a #MacroSW chat co-founder and partner. I also rep @acosaorg on the chats. Im a advocacy and community outreach consul
p...an

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz

@nancy_kusmaul @karenzgoda @UBSSW ;-) #MacroSW #UBhornsUP

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

@_AshBlanchard Welcome to #MacroSW!

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ

RT @nasw: Glad to be here! #MacroSW as we discuss how #socialwork can #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/ayAdQxEBxP

Stephen Cummings @spccummings

Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? What is the situation as of tonight? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participated...an
Jennifer C. Greenfield, PhD, MSW @jcgreenfield
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate a…

Chris @csites73
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate a…

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummings: A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight's discussion will attempt to look at how social work sh...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@erinpuglia Good course title! #Up4TheChallenge harnessing #technology for good https://t.co/erUYPJe9QH #MacroSW

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
Late as always. Terry Cluse-Tolar from Ohio University Social Work joining. #MacroSW

Karen 🇺🇸Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you for your important leadership and work to #KeepFamiliesTogether! #MacroSW https://t.co/ypB8vMZ6Tx

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you for your important leadership and work to #KeepFamiliesTogether! #MacroSW https://t.co/ypB8vMZ6Tx

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? What is the situation as of tonight?

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? What is the situation as of tonight?

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
#SocialWork come join us to talk about US #Immigration policy. Chat hashtag #MacroSW https://t.co/BSIJJblN3a

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Question 1 is live! #MacroSW https://t.co/yN5fISK15X

Jennifer Luria @JLuriaLISW
Thank you #MacroSW I am a therapist specializing in the care of young children and their families.

Kristen Wells @XantiaTheGreat
Hi, I'm a recent SW graduate from UNE currently working in community mental health #macosex

aubree @aubree0119
A1: I know that there are still many children going to sleep tonight away from their families, not knowing if they will ever be reunited. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you for your important leadership and work to #KeepFamiliesTogether! #MacroSW https://t.co/ypB8vMZ6Tx
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? What is the situation as of tonight?

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A1: I’m not sure! Honestly, between the (multiple) alternative realities that the administration has been putting out, along with the various interpretations, it is “very” hard to tell what is actually going on #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Hey #MacroSW chatters. I'm Alyssa, an LMSW from UAlbany SSW & @socialworkersfm. Tonight's chat is a great example of why we, as soci wks, must familiarize ourselves with policies and understand the impact they can have on the clients and communities we work with.

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@swkterry Welcome, Terry! Q1 just got posted! #MacroSQ Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico brr #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Hi, Kristin here. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings A1: I feel like I never know the actual situation and it is a constant smoke and mirrors act. I think I know whose info I can trust, am never sure. #macrosw

Grace Durbin @Grace_Durbin
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participated in…

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
Hi Christina here School Social Worker joining #MacroSW please excuse the extra tweets

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WrightEriel: Hello #MacroSW. Eriel, alumni from USC MSW program.

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/impact that this is going to have on the children or their families #MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
A1: I know Melania doesn't care. Unfortunately, I'm seeing so many people defend her choice to wear that jacket, "it's just a jacket" which I find unacceptable and disheartening. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aubree0119: A1: I know that there are still many children going to sleep tonight away from their families, not knowing if they will eve…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@WrightEriel Welcome to #MacroSW tonight!
Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz @MarshAlesia Welcome! #MacroSW

Karen 🌐 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @nasw: Thank you! We're glad to participate. #MacroSW #NASW2018 https://t.co/ULcMjjvzin

Stephen Cummings @spcummings @TheMattSchwartz Very sad and accurate. A lot of information out there. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW @spcummings A1 What the executive order does and does not do: Trump Retreats on Separating Families, but Thousands May Remain Apa https://t.co/1o6WRNlIo0 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings @aubree0119 Ugh. I see this as an intentional distraction. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW @swkterry Glad you can join - anytime! #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia RT @spcummings: A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight's discussion will attempt to look at how social work sh

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz @spcummings Part of the problem is that we're used to using data/"playing with a rule book" and that seems to be totally out at this point; so to determine what is actually going on requires "boots on the ground" far more than it ever has before (i.e. relying on frontline workers) #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW A1: We don't know if the kids that have been seperated will be reunited. Last night a group of kids where brough into NYC to be resettled. https://t.co/zLsNcLIhO7 #MacroSW https://t.co/jSwdF1xi7b

aubree @aubree0119 @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW It's depressing. I keep trying to figure out how we got here. It doesn't seem like it's possible. I keep trying to put positivity out there, hoping it will multiply! #MacroSW

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation and work to #abolishICE to make a more just society #macrosw https://t.co/4Nz5nuO5Hv

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @aubree0119: A1: I know that there are still many children going to sleep tonight away from their families, not knowing if they will eve...
Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
A1. From what I've read, nothing has changed since Trump signed the order to “keep families together.” Kids are still being separated from parents. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1: I'm not sure! Honestly, between the (multiple) alternative realities that the administration has been putting out,...

NASW @nasw
Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork https://t.co/MAnhuCxiCB

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A1: One of my biggest concerns: Connecting children with their families. It appears a system is not in place for this. #MacroSW https://t.co/mYZvXa2YeO

Sheri Elaine @BNLgal
I am Sheri, an MSW in Boston who works in a mezzo role with elders. First time here! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings A1 What the executive order does and does not do: Trump Retreats on Separating Families, but Thousands M: Remain Ap...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: I feel like I never know the actual situation and it is a constant smoke and mirrors act. I think I kno...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@poliSW It really reminds me a lot like the Orphan Trains https://t.co/8w5RwOF0IP #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: Hi Christina here School Social Worker joining #MacroSW please excuse the extra tweets

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Welcome to the chat @MarshAlesia #MacroSW https://t.co/IrljEgrSeX

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummings: A1: One of my biggest concerns: Connecting children with their families. It appears a system is not in place for this. #Ma...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: A1: One of my biggest concerns: Connecting children with their families. It appears a system is not in place for this. #Ma...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@BNLgal Welcome! #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp... an

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork... an

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: I feel like I never know the actual situation and it is a constant smoke and mirrors act. I think I kno... an

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Very sad and accurate. A lot of information out there. #MacroSW an

NASW @nasw
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation... an

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
RT @poliSW: A1: We don't know if the kids that have been separated will be reunited. Last night a group of kids where brough into NYC to be... an

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: This from @NPR Good summary, but this has not been updated since yesterday https://t.co/7J3Hj6eXoa #MacroSW an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight’s discussion will attempt to look at how social work sh... an

Martha Crawford LCSW @shrinkthinks
RT @aubree0119: A1: I know that there are still many children going to sleep tonight away from their families, not knowing if they will eve... an

NASW @nasw
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @spcummings Part of the problem is that we’re used to using data/“playing with a rule book” and that seems to be to... an

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @porndaughter: A1: This from @NPR Good summary, but this has not been updated since yesterday https://t.co/7J3Hj6eXoa #MacroSW an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Im a #MacroSW chat co-founder and partner. I also rep @acosaorg on the chats. Im a advocacy and community outreach cons... an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? What is the situation as of tonight?... an

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A1: We don't know if the kids that have been separated will be reunited. Last night a group of kids where brough into NYC to be... an

NASW @nasw
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings A1 What the executive order does and does not do: Trump Retreats on Separating Families, but Thousands M... an

aubree @aubree0119
A1: Even if we were able to put ALL of the families back together before they went to sleep tonight, there is so much trauma. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@poliSW I wasn’t aware how far-reaching these resettlement efforts were going to be until @united and @AmericanAir made public statements about not supporting the transport of children. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Welcome Sheri #MacroSW https://t.co/L2GguVZ6KB

Maggie @MDRSWRJ
RT @poliSW: A1: We don't know if the kids that have been seperated will be reunited. Last night a group of kids where brough into NYC to be

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@BNLgal Welcome to your first chat, Sheri! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Corporate responsibility can go a long way; not only does it have a real impact, it also generates a lot of news #MacroSW https://t.co/yaNUvCt4w5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
“facepalm” #MacroSW https://t.co/okFQEtr6Fn

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: A1: This from @NPR Good summary, but this has not been updated since yesterday https://t.co/7J3Hj6eXoa #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swkterry: A1. From what I’ve read, nothing has changed since Trump signed the order to “keep families together.” Kids are still being s…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @poliSW It really reminds me a lot like the Orphan Trains https://t.co/8w5RwOF0IP #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation…

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
A1: We know that this #familyseparation policy has never been implemented before and is opposed by the UN (as well as so many others, thankfully). Very unclear currently about the status of children, where they will be held, how court proceedings will occur #macrosw
aubree @aubree0119
@BNLgal Welcome, Sheri! You'll love it here! #MacroSW

Ruth Anne Garcia @rgarcia5545
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? What is the situation as of tonight?

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@aubree0119 Exactly. This is so important to acknowledge. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @erinpuglia: A1: We know that this #familyseparation policy has never been implemented before and is opposed by the UN (as well as so...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings @aubree0119 #MacroSW https://t.co/U1jUmyGxSE

Kristin B.Frazee @pordandaughter
A1: Free DNA tests to reunite families https://t.co/O1zJl2u8XF? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: A1: We don’t know if the kids that have been separated will be reunited. Last night a group of kids were brought into NYC to be...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q2 is coming up in 1 minute. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummings: @poliSW I wasn’t aware how far-reaching these resettlement efforts were going to be until @united and @AmericanAir made pub...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@erinpuglia This is an INCREDIBLY important point - there are (AT LEAST) two sets of laws/courts/rights (or no rights) to legal counsel, etc. #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Tom Felke from FGCU checking in for #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@SocialWorkersRJ Hello. Long time no see. Hope all is well. #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swkterry: A1. From what I've read, nothing has changed since Trump signed the order to “keep families together.” Kids are still being s...

NASW @nasw
RT @porndaughter: A1: This from @NPR Good summary, but this has not been updated since yesterday https://t.co/7J3Hj6eXoa #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight’s discussion will attempt to look at how social work sh

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: Glad to be here!#MacroSW as we discuss how #socialwork can #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/ayAdQxEBxP

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swkterry Welcome back to #MacroSW!

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: I am Matt Schwartz, a (recent) Alumni of the @UBSSW, and a Mental Health Counselor in Buffalo, NY #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: A1: Free DNA tests to reunite families https://t.co/O1zJl2u8XF? #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @aubree0119: Excuse the tweet storm...participating in the #MacroSW chat https://t.co/8VKL8JId3q

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings @poliSW @united @AmericanAir And then I find myself cynical and skeptical, wondering if they are truly doing the right thing hope) or are going for publicity. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: Free DNA tests to reunite families https://t.co/O1zJl2u8XF? #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Incredibly honored to have the @NASW join us at #MacroSW tonight! https://t.co/VIPdmM89Lb

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @BNLgal: I am Sheri, an MSW in Boston who works in a mezzo role with elders. First time here! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK #MacroSW @NASW @SPCummingsSSED

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: A1: One of my biggest concerns: Connecting children with their families. It appears a system is not in place for this. #Ma...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A1: One of my biggest concerns: Connecting children with their families. It appears a system is not in place for this. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @erinpuglia: A1: We know that this #familyseparation policy has never been implemented before and is opposed by the UN (as well as so

Laura Sanchez, LMSW @KSI_LSanchez
RT @porndaughter: A1: This from @NPR Good summary, but this has not been updated since yesterday https://t.co/7J3Hj6eXoa #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@SocWrkDoc Happy you could join the chat. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@BNLgal Glad you could join us tonight!! 😊😊😊 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @poliSW @united @AmericanAir And then I find myself cynical and skeptical, wondering if they are tru doing...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what's going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlement of children acro US. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
What? WOW! That's awesome! #MacroSW #NASW2018 #nasw https://t.co/cINiy62IBv

Ashlee Hess @xoxashleerose
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participa a...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! Nancy Kusmaul from @umbc @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic . Sad that we have to discuss this top excl...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: @poliSW I wasn't aware how far-reaching these resettlement efforts were going to be until @united and @AmericanAir m p...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@BNLgal So glad you can join, and hope it will not be the last time! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: Let’s start w/ introductions! I’m Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at the University c

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what's going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlem

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @poliSW It really reminds me a lot like the Orphan Trains https://t.co/8w5RwOF0IP #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Excellent resource to share! #MacroSW https://t.co/L1YM98y3L8

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummings: Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what's going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlement

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what's going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlement

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: This from @NPR Good summary, but this has not been updated since yesterday https://t.co/7J3Hj6eXoa #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @BNLgal: I am Sheri, an MSW in Boston who works in a mezzo role with elders. First time here! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: A1: Even if we were able to put ALL of the families back together before they went to sleep tonight, there is so much trauma

Karen Zgoda @kareinzgoda
arDown #MacroSW https://t.co/Ha72z56GS8

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: I donated to https://t.co/qT9Pge99d. They are giving legal help on the border #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @poliSW I wasn't aware how far-reaching these resettlement efforts were going to be until @united and @AmericanAir made pub...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: More housekeeping: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/WEIYdCZU

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @kareinzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/Ha72z56GS8

Karen Zgoda @kareinzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: Tom Felke from FGCU checking in for #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Corporate responsibility can go a long way; not only does it have a real impact, it also generates a lot of news #macrosw.

Jennifer Luria @JLuriaLISW
A1. Reuniting children with their parents is a significant concern as their doesnt seem to be a system. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: A1: Free DNA tests to reunite families https://t.co/O1zJl2u8XF? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: *facepalm* #MacroSW https://t.co/okFQEtr6Fn

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SocWrkDoc Welcome back Tom - glad you could join us! #MacroSW

Mackenzie Harrington-Bain @mmmackenzie
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2yUzSnK...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participated a...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @spcummings: Excellent resource to share! #MacroSW https://t.co/LtYM98y3L8

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
Robin and others are great for expanding context for some of the recent policy changes being implemented on immigration #macrosw (sorry for the thread)
https://t.co/KI6uRyeExD

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings @aubree0119 SCIENCE IS CLEAR on harm of separation https://t.co/tkhBxawinQ #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: Free DNA tests to reunite families https://t.co/O1zJl2u8XF? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @JLuriaLISW: A1. Reuniting children with their parents is a significant concern as their doesn’t seem to be a system. #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
I am exhausted of this topic but glad #MacroSW is tackling this tonight... Will mostly lurk... we need to focus on facts and not fear... feel like this whole Administration’s immigration policy is just driven by fear... #PreachesToTheConverted

Jennifer Elkins @DrJEElkins
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2yUzSnK...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @aubree0119 SCIENCE IS CLEAR on harm of separation https://t.co/tkhBxawinQ #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @erinpuglia: A1: We know that this #familyseparation policy has never been implemented before and is opposed by the UN (as well as so

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @erinpuglia This is an INCREDIBLY important point - there are (AT LEAST) two sets of laws/courts/rights (or no right
Ashley R. Blanchard @AshBlanchard

RT @spcummings: Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what’s going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlement

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz

RT @StuckonSW: I am exhausted of this topic but glad #MacroSW is tackling this tonight… Will mostly lurk.. we need to focus on facts an…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan

RT @spcummings: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings

RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @aubree0119 SCIENCE IS CLEAR on harm of separation https://t.co/tkhBxawinQ #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

@SocWrkDoc Hi, Tom ~ #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @poliSW @united @AmericanAir And then I find myself cynical and skeptical, wondering if they are tru…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings

RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Robin and others are great for expanding context for some of the recent policy changes being implemented on immig…

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter

RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK…

aubree @aubree0119

Keep updated!! #MacroSW https://t.co/tILeYaZItL

dana grossman leeman @leeman_dana

RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even particip…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @spcummings: Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what’s going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlement

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ

RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK…

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod

RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @aubree0119 SCIENCE IS CLEAR on harm of separation https://t.co/tkhBxawinQ #MacroSW

NASW @nasw

Q2: How are #socialworkers engaged at the border, during this new policy? What is known? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/qTHcy8VN4W

Psyche @somethingpsych

RT @nasw: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork…
Robbyn Bowman @robbynb
RT @aubree0119: A1: Even if we were able to put ALL of the families back together before they went to sleep tonight, there is so much trauma.

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
RT @aubree0119: Keep updated!! #MacroSW https://t.co/lLEyYaZ1TL

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@StuckOnSW Sean: part of tonight's chat is to gain insight from social workers. But you are right, a lot of information without too much clarity. #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@spcummings NPR has brought up a lot of scenarios. Like, what about mix ups when being reunited. It just makes me shudder #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @StuckOnSW Sean: part of tonight's chat is to gain insight from social workers. But you are right, a lot of information without too much clarity. #MacroSW

Michele Snyder @michelesnyderFL
RT @porndaughter: A1: Free DNA tests to reunite families https://t.co/O1zJl2u8XF? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@porndaughter And RAICES is in TX and on the scene: https://t.co/NNizv4jQu #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what's going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlement

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Very sad and accurate. A lot of information out there. #MacroSW

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @aubree0119: A1: Even if we were able to put ALL of the families back together before they went to sleep tonight, there is so much trauma.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JLuriaLISW: A1. Reuniting children with their parents is a significant concern as their doesnt seem to be a system. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1: I'm not sure! Honestly, between the (multiple) alternative realities that the administration has been putting out,...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW https://t.co/1ufNe7qoJ9

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK...

Martha Crawford LCSW @shrinkthinks
RT @nasw: Q2: How are socialworkers engaged at the border, during this new policy? What is known? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW @spcummings @Of...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Robin and others are great for expanding context for some of the recent policy changes being implemented on immig... an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @aubree0119 SCIENCE IS CLEAR on harm of separation https://t.co/txhBxawinQ #MacroSW an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Robin and others are great for expanding context for some of the recent policy changes being implemented on immig... an

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: I am exhausted of this topic but glad #MacroSW is tackling this tonight... Will mostly lurk.. we need to focus on facts an... an

NASW @nasw
A2: Social workers have always worked w/churches, religious groups & refugee resettlement org 4 many years. Those groups have always determined what their staffing needs are 2 address this problem. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW https://t.co/YkbGFGS9 an

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@karenzgoda Yes, a lot of damage has already been done. https://t.co/JFB2avHZPo #MacroSW an

Kristin B. Frazee @polidnaughter
@StuckonSW I am too. I was so angry yesterday I was numb. #MacroSW an

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @nasw: Q2: How are #socialworkers engaged at the border, during this new policy? What is known? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW @spcummings @Of... an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW h...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @spcummings NPR has brought up a lot of scenarios. Like, what about mix ups when being reunited. It just makes me shudder... an

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW h...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@poliSW I heard NYC Mayor was a little surprised to find out the children were in his city #MacroSW an

Kristin B. Frazee @polidnaughter
RT @UBSSW: @polidnaughter And RAICES is in TX and on the scene: https://t.co/NNizv44jQu #MacroSW an

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: @karenzgoda Yes, a lot of damage has already been done. https://t.co/JFB2avHZPo #MacroSW an

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: @karenzgoda Yes, a lot of damage has already been done. https://t.co/JFB2avHZPo #MacroSW an
Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A2: Social Workers may ALSO be engaged unethically. There are reports that there are 4 Social Workers at one of the facilities working for ICE think it is VERY important that we bring their current work under focus #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
Thanks Matt... #macrosw is a great community... https://t.co/xrhEz6L4eb

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
#MacroSw sorry forgot the # https://t.co/evCCHfKLyB

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Q2: How are socialworkers engaged at the border, during this new policy? What is known? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW @spcummings @Ofr...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @spcummings: @StuckonSW Sean: part of tonight's chat is to gain insight from social workers. But you are right, a lot of information wit...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @aubree0119 SCIENCE IS CLEAR on harm of separation https://t.co/fkhBxawinQ #MacroSW

Grace Durbin @Grace_Durbin
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSw h...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSw h...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @porndaughter: @StuckonSW I am too. I was so angry yesterday I was numb. #MacroSW

Ashley R. Blanchard @AshBlanchard
Yes, I would really love to know this from those are actively engaged at the boarder. #MacroSW https://t.co/2EyrsDBUs6

Grace Durbin @Grace_Durbin
RT @nasw: Q2: How are socialworkers engaged at the border, during this new policy? What is known? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW @spcummings @Ofr...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A2: Social workers have always worked w/churches, religious groups & refugee resettlement org 4 many years. Those groups ha' alw...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A2.1 Otherwise we risk not only the lives of these children and families, the propagation of trauma, but also the damage to our profession, anc trust that we have worked hard to build within our communities #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: @karenzgoda Yes, a lot of damage has already been done. https://t.co/JFB2avHZPo #MacroSW

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
Q2 I'm glad you asked this question because I've wondered. I've heard from some social workers that it has been difficult to find volunteer
opportunities. Seeing Lots of demand for bilingual lawyers. #macrosw

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A2) This is my biggest question. I see the reports but nothing coming out. When does mandated reporting become an issue? #MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
A2: I have seen people say they have volunteered to help at the border and they're being turned away. Makes me scared for what they don't want us to see... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndauhter: @StuckonSW I am too. I was so angry yesterday I was numb. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @poliSW I heard NYC Mayor was a little surprised to find out the children were in his city #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@Nasw: thank you for this. #socialwork staff are present throughout the continuum. #MacroSW https://t.co/0HahUHo5Sb

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2: Social Workers may ALSO be engaged unethically. There are reports that there are 4 Social Workers at one of the

Carrie @unraveledgirl
RT @spcummings: @poliSW I wasn't aware how far-reaching these resettlement efforts were going to be until @united and @AmericanAir made

Sara Gustason @SaraLenGustason
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @aubree0119: Keep updated!! #MacroSW https://t.co/tlLeYaZlTL

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A2.2 I know that there are some that some have mentioned that we shouldn't "cannibalize" our own, but I think it is vitally important we look at ourselves very critically at this point in time #MacroSW https://t.co/e1dLdpJrSF

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 Otherwise we risk not only the lives of these children and families, the propagation of trauma, but also the dama

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@UBSSW @spcummings @aubree0119 Thank you for this resource. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @_AshBlanchard: Yes, I would really love to know this from those are actively engaged at the border. #MacroSW https://t.co/2EysDBUsI
Carrie @unraveledgirl
RT @nasw: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork…

NASW @nasw
RT @PraxisPod: Q2 I'm glad you asked this question because I've wondered. I've heard from some social workers that it has been difficult to.

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
RT @aubree0119: A1: Even if we were able to put ALL of the families back together before they went to sleep tonight, there is so much trauma...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PraxisPod: Q2 I'm glad you asked this question because I've wondered. I've heard from some social workers that it has been difficult to.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Robin and others are great for expanding context for some of the recent policy changes being implemented on immigration.

NASW @nasw
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.2 I know that there are some that some have mentioned that we shouldn't "cannibalize" our own, but I think it is viable.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: A2: I have seen people say they have volunteered to help at the border and they're being turned away. Makes me scared for the families.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @Nasw thank you for this. #socialwork staff are present throughout the continuum. #MacroSW https://t.co/0HahUHo5Sb

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A2.3 We Cannot. Ever. "Just follow orders" or be used unethically by any government or agency. We have the @NASW Code of Ethics for a reason! #MacroSW

Lauren Ford @Elle__Ford
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Families are being separated and persecuted for seeking asylum. We need to #endimmigrantdetention #EndFamilySeparation…

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/XDo8PYKvE6

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.2 I know that there are some that some have mentioned that we shouldn't "cannibalize" our own, but I think it is viable.

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
@TheMattSchwartz This is a tough one. Hopefully they are trying to be advocates from within the system. #MacroSW

Heroes Clubs Women @HeroesClubWomen
RT @PraxisPod: Q2 I'm glad you asked this question because I've wondered. I've heard from some social workers that it has been difficult to.

Stephen Cummings @spcummins
Thanks, @TheMattSchwartz This is a key point for tonight's #MacroSW chat. https://t.co/7TS09W6eRW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/XDo8PYKvE6
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.2 I know that there are some that some have mentioned that we shouldn't "cannibalize" our own, but I think it is vi.

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Absolutely agreed! I think sometimes the only ethical thing to do is to terminate employment! #MacroSW https://t.co/AcD7Zf5lRO

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2: Social Workers may ALSO be engaged unethically. There are reports that there are 4 Social Workers at one of th

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/XDo8PYKvE6

NASW @nasw
RT @swkterry: @TheMattSchwartz Absolutely agreed! I think sometimes the only ethical thing to do is to terminate employment! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: A2.3 We. Cannot. Ever. "Just follow orders" or be used unethically by any government or agency. We have the @NASW Code…

NASW-NYS @NASWNYS
RT @nasw: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork…

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Thanks, @TheMattSchwartz This is a key point for tonight's #MacroSW chat. https://t.co/7TS09W6eRW

Heroes Clubs Women @HeroesClubWomen
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Robin and others are great for expanding context for some of the recent policy changes being implemented on immigr…

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@SunyaFolayan Hello! #macrosw

aubree @aubree0119
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 We. Cannot. Ever. "Just follow orders" or be used unethically by any government or agency. We have the @NA…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@nasw @OfficialMacroSW A2: I agree that social workers have always worked with the resettlement of refugees with trauma, but trauma that country has caused make it feel worse. While our national history is riddled with acts we’d rather forget, I don’t like being a witness to this one. #macrosw

NASW-NYS @NASWNYS
RT @nasw: Q2: How are socialworkers engaged at the border, during this new policy? What is known? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW @spcummings @Of…

NASW-NYS @NASWNYS
RT @nasw: A2: Social workers have always worked w/churches, religious groups & refugee resettlement org 4 many years. Those groups ha alw…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Q2: How are social workers engaged at the border, during this new policy? What is known? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW
@spcummings @Of...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 We Cannot. Ever. “Just follow orders” or be used unethically by any government or agency. We have the @NA...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@swkterry Yes, but I think then - especially - is a time to be even “more” careful; because it is too easy to move from “advocate” to cog, and if when people can be hurt #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Themes for A2: social workers are always present in the helping environments; SW should remain vigilant, be aware of the larger system goal work #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nasw @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Every picture of those children suffering brings tears to my eyes. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW A2: I agree that social workers have always worked with the resettlement of refugees with trauma,...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: Thanks, @TheMattSchwartz This is a key point for tonight's #MacroSW chat. https://t.co/7TS09W6eRW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 We Cannot. Ever. “Just follow orders” or be used unethically by any government or agency. We have the @NASW Code...

NASW @nasw
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Robin and others are great for expanding context for some of the recent policy changes being implemented on immig...

Susan Hickey, LCSW 📝 @SusanZuzka48
RT @spcummings: A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight's discussion will attempt to look at how social work sh

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 Otherwise we risk not only the lives of these children and families, the propagation of trauma, but also the dama

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Thanks, @TheMattSchwartz This is a key point for tonight's #MacroSW chat. https://t.co/7TS09W6eRW

Heroes Clubs Women @HeroesClubWomen
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp...

NASW @nasw
RT @JLuriaLISW: A1. Reuniting children with their parents is a significant concern as their ddoesnt seem to be a system. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@TheMattSchwartz The concern is that noted from these sessions are being used by the gov't in deportation hearings. There are legal questi about if HIPAA applied to non-US citizens. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q3 coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Heroes Clubs Women @HeroesClubWomen
RT @erinpuglia: I am Erin, a Master's Student in Public Policy at the University of New Hampshire, but very interested in immigration polic...

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #Mac...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/XDo8PYKvE6

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A2.4 This is a very sensitive topic for me. My great grandparents & grandparents were survivors of the holocaust. I am the grandson and great grandson of refugees. I know what happens when people just follow orders or try to be “the good doctor” in horrible circumstances #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Themes for A2: social workers are always present in the helping environments; SW should remain vigilant, be aware of th...

Cosmic Charlie @atmyagesowhat
RT @_AshBlanchard: Yes, I would really love to know this from those are actively engaged at the boarder. #MacroSW https://t.co/2EyrsDBUs6

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @nasw @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Every picture of those children suffering brings tears to my eyes. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Themes for A2: social workers are always present in the helping environments; SW should remain vigilant, be aware of th...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz The concern is that noted from these sessions are being used by the gov't in deportation hearings. There a

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@TheMattSchwartz We do not know if the social worker working with those kids are aware of that. #MacroSW

Robbyn Bowman @robbynb
RT @aubree0119: A2: I have seen people say they have volunteered to help at the border and they're being turned away. Makes me scared f

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
@nancy_kusmaul @nasw @OfficialMacroSW Yes, I've seen it referred to as "state-sanctioned child abuse". So awful. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW A2: I agree that social workers have always worked with the resettlement of refugees with trauma,...
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW h...

NASW @nasw
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW A2: I agree that social workers have always worked with the resettlement of refugees with trauma,....

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@TheMattSchwartz Yes, while being aware of any social justice warrior judgements! #macroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 This is a very sensitive topic for me. My great grandparents & grandparents were survivors of the holocaust. I ar

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@poliSW Very good points! Additionally, even if HIPAA doesn’t apply (which, I believe that it should); what are OUR ethical obligations to confidence, confidentiality, safety, etc. #MacroSW https://t.co/tBABSeMPj

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz The concern is that noted from these sessions are being used by the gov't in deportation hearings. There a

Melanie Sage 🦹‍♀️@melaniesage
A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were beaten while handcuff-locked up for long periods in solitary confinement, left nude and shivering in concrete cells. #macrosw https://t.co/GEyomyjnlU

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 This is a very sensitive topic for me. My great grandparents & grandparents were survivors of the holocaust. I ar

lulu_speaks @lulu_speaks
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW h...

Rie Lopez, MPH @RieOfLetters
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A3: How does this practice of separating children from their families conflict with the Code of Ethics? #MacroSW

dhvani @dhvanibshukla
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW A2: I agree that social workers have always worked with the resettlement of refugees with trauma,....

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea

Amy, LSW @PhillyLSW
@nasw We know @bethany and @SouthwestKey received big contracts to care for separated children. Just saw a job posting for Bethany's 'unaccompanied minor caseworker' in Philly. #macrosw #socialwork #hasw2018 #FamiliesBelongTogether

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: A3: How does this practice of separating children from their families conflict with the Code of Ethics? #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @melaniesage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@TheMattSchwartz Yes. My Grandmother was also a holocaust survivor and this has been triggering. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
#MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers @socialwork https://t.co/KsHKN8MsRp

aubree @aubree0119
@karenzgoda @nasw @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW It's so heartbreaking. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A3: Please feel free to also copy and paste your answers here to save us some work later https://t.co/GAKrKGnSLj #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers @socialwork https://t.co/KsHKN8MsRp

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
This is so horrifying, but this needs to be front-and-center in the reporting. #MacroSW https://t.co/miUILiBcpU

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz Yes. My Grandmother was also a holocaust survivor and this has been triggering. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@melaniesage This is great info - thanks for joining us tonight Melanie! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3: Please feel free to also copy and paste your answers here to save us some work later https://t.co/GAKrKGnSLj #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
Signing in a little late tonight from behind the Pine Curtain... #MacroSW #KeepFamiliesTogether #FamiliesBelongTogether

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TheMattSchwartz @poliSW HIPAA, Due Process.....legally what does apply to non-citizens? #macrosw

Kellye Ledbetter @kellyedair
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate in a...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@annwilder Welcome! Whenever you get here is right on time! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@TheMattSchwartz https://t.co/5fVlhMtEP8 #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3: Please feel free to also copy and paste your answers here to save us some work later https://t.co/GAKrKGNSlj #Macr...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MarshAlesia @SunyaFolayan Welcome back Christina! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9iC

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 This is a very sensitive topic for me. My great grandparents & grandparents were survivors of the holocaust. I ar...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9iC

momwifelawyer @childwelfarelaw
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participate a...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz We do not know if the social worker working with those kids are aware of that. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @erinpuglia: @nancy_kusmaul @nasw @OfficialMacroSW Yes, I've seen it referred to as "state-sanctioned child abuse". So awful. #macr...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz The concern is that noted from these sessions are being used by the govt in deportation hearings. There a...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9iC

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 This is a very sensitive topic for me. My great grandparents & grandparents were survivors of the holocaust. I ar...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz The concern is that noted from these sessions are being used by the govt in deportation hearings. There a...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Themes for A2: social workers are always present in the helping environments; SW should remain vigilant, be aware of the...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/ldosRYKvE6

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings IN EVERY WAY. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9iC

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9IC

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW A2: I agree that social workers have always worked with the resettlement of refugees with trauma,…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz Yes. My Grandmother was also a holocaust survivor and this has been triggering. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @pomdaughter
@washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w macrosw

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A3) #MacroSW https://t.co/2QpCgkUmxb

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @poliSW Very good points! Additionally, even if HIPAA doesn't apply (which, I believe that it should); what are OUR e

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9IC

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A3 Honestly, I am going through the entire @NASW code of ethics, and it just…ALL of it! just absolutely all of it…this is counter to our entire e our being! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
This has been going on for a while #endfamilyseparation macrosw https://t.co/HKdejdNNL8

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul @TheMattSchwartz @poliSW This is the classic legal versus ethical model -- the Venn Diagram should be like a solar eclips with the ethical model outshining the legal. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PhillyLSW: @nasw We know @bethany and @SouthwestKey received big contracts to care for separated children. Just saw a job post B…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings A3: It is ironic. Social workers are stereotypically considered to be the baby snatchers. CPS fights this reputation all the time. macrosw

Ashley R. Blanchard @_AshBlanchard
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9IC

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz Yes. My Grandmother was also a holocaust survivor and this has been triggering. #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers @socialwork https://t.co/KsHKN8MsRp

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A3.1 There was a great tweet by a CPS worker who mentioned how hard they worked, and how much oversight there was when a child was taken from their home...to imagine 2,000...and that they want to build a facility for 20k #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers @socialwork https://t.co/KsHKN8MsRp

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w #macrows

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3: Please feel free to also copy and paste your answers here to save us some work later https://t.co/GAKrKGnSLj #Macr...

aubree @aubree0119
A3: Social workers’ primary goal is to help people in need and to address social problems. #macrows

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3: Please feel free to also copy and paste your answers here to save us some work later https://t.co/GAKrKGnSLj #Macr...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spccummings: @nancy_kusmaul @TheMattSchwartz @poliSW This is the classic legal versus ethical model -- the Venn Diagram should like a...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: Signing in a little late tonite from behind the Pine Curtain... #MacroSW #KeepFamiliesTogether #FamiliesBelongTogether

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spccummings A3: It is ironic. Social workers are stereotypically considered to be the baby snatchers. CPS fights this...

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
Q3 importance of human relationships #macrows

Stephen Cummings @spccummings
A3: The current policy is the antithesis of Dignity and Worth of the Person. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spccummings: This is so horrifying, but this needs to be front-and-center in the reporting. #MacroSW https://t.co/miU1LBcpU

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@annwilder Wonderful to see you tonight Ann! #MacroSW

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz #MacroSW #Genocide prevention! https://t.co/cy254JO9IC

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.1 There was a great tweet by a CPS worker who mentioned how hard they worked, and how much oversight there when...

bad_porkchop @bad_porkchop
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/DO8PYKvE6

Kristin B. Fraze @porndaughter
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3: Please feel free to also copy and paste your answers here to save us some work later https://t.co/GAKrKGnSLj #Macr...

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @spcummings: A3: The current policy is the antithesis of Dignity and Worth of the Person. #MacroSW

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
RT @melaniesage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great questions. Here is some related info: https://t.co/qgC13nEIID #MacroSW https://t.co/GQX8W8bpYg

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A3. Whatever 1.06 Conflicts of interests, 1.05 Cultural Awareness, 1.07 Privacy/Confidentiality...I mean, I can just go on #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul Dr. Kusmaui, thank you...part of my intent of this question was to make this contrast clear. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW @spcummings https://t.co/c5uYAsOWF9

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: A3: The current policy is the antithesis of Dignity and Worth of the Person. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/DO8PYKvE6

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW i

LKP @linda__lpk
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW i

Ashley R. Blanchard @_AshBlanchard
RT @karenzgoda: Great questions. Here is some related info: https://t.co/qgC13nEIID #MacroSW https://t.co/GQX8W8bpYg

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w #macrosw

Molly Alvord @MollyAlvord
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW i
an hour ago

aubree @aubree0119
@melaniesage THIS!! We see abuse of power all the time. Right now there are so many voiceless, vulnerable KIDS that are alone, scared and traumatized. I’m shattered for these kids. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz https://t.co/5fVihMtEP8 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@PraxisPod Exactly. #MacroSW

an hour ago

NASW @nasw
RT @aubree0119: @melaniesage THIS!! We see abuse of power all the time. Right now there are so many voiceless, vulnerable KIDS that are alone, scared and traumatized. I’m shattered for these kids. #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relationships. ...[We] seek to strengthen relationships among people... to promote, restore, maintain, and enhance the well-being of... families... #MacroSW #MentalHealth

an hour ago

Sara Cisneros @sarayfidel
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW

an hour ago

NASW @nasw
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relationships. ...[We] seek to strengthen relationships among people... to promote, restore, maintain, and enhance the well-being of... families... #MacroSW #MentalHealth

an hour ago

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz Yes. My Grandmother was also a holocaust survivor and this has been triggering. #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @melaniesage This is great info - thanks for joining us tonight Melanie! #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @TheMattSchwartz @poliSW HIPAA, Due Process.....legally what does apply to non-citizens? #macrosw

an hour ago

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @karenzgoda: Great questions. Here is some related info: https://t.co/qgC13nEIID #MacroSW https://t.co/GQX8W8bpYg

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz https://t.co/5fVihMtEP8 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Kai Hibbard @KaiHibbard
RT @nasw: As we discuss #KeepFamiliesTogether, thousands of #socialworkers are in DC for our conference #NASW2018 we even participated in a...

an hour ago

Chris @csites73
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW

an hour ago

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!?How does a Social Worker provide evidence based practice for an 8 month old separated from their parent/guardian with no family at all to contact? What about meds? Allergies? Disabilities? #MacroSW
https://t.co/wfOHoxA0gi

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummins IN EVERY WAY. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummins
Yes - it seems evident, yet this is the groundwork for how social workers should see their involvement. #MacroSW https://t.co/mPWmuo7zqU

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aubree0119: @melaniesage THIS!! We see abuse of power all the time. Right now there are so many voiceless, vulnerable KIDS that are…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A3) #MacroSW https://t.co/2QpCgkUmxb

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
If we could connect @nasw chapters in these areas to learn what is happening with social workers, it would be helpful #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummins: Yes - it seems evident, yet this is the groundwork for how social workers should see their involvement. #MacroSW https://t…

NASW @nasw
RT @SocWrkDoc: A3) #MacroSW https://t.co/2QpCgkUmxb

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: This has been going on for a while #endfamilyseparation #macrosw https://t.co/HKdejdNNL8

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @UBSSW: @spcummins @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relations…

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @UBSSW: @spcummins @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relations…

Dee @doodle75
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW i

Stephen Cummings @spcummins
A3 themes - do no harm, dignity and worth of the person, the importance of human relationships #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummins: A3 themes - do no harm, dignity and worth of the person, the importance of human relationships #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummins: A3: How does this practice of separating children from their families conflict with the Code of Ethics? #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w #macrosw

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
A3: Separating families goes against at least one core value and that's dignity & worth of the individual. Our most vulnerable are shown they d matter as they are ripped from their families! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Absolutely agreed! I would love to see a greater communication tool (maybe through the @nasw website) for us to be able to connect #SWTech #MacroSW https://t.co/TrXfza6wYR

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcumings: A3: The current policy is the antithesis of Dignity and Worth of the Person. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: A3 themes - do no harm, dignity and worth of the person, the importance of human relationships #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcumings: Yes - it seems evident, yet this is the groundwork for how social workers should see their involvement. #MacroSW https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
Q4 coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
@aubree0119 @melaniesage And this policy is in no way the law as has been claimed by some. The administration manufactured this crisis & of this trauma. #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcumings: A3 themes - do no harm, dignity and worth of the person, the importance of human relationships #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: Q4 coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @MarshAlesia: A3: Separating families goes against at least one core value and that's dignity & worth of the individual. Our most vulner...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: If we could connect @nasw chapters in these areas to learn what is happening with social workers, it would be helpful #N

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@melaniesage Atrocious! Inhumane!@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @erinpuglia: @aubree0119 @melaniesage And this policy is in no way the law as has been claimed by some. The administration manufactured…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!?How does a Social Worker provide evidence b p...

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
#macrosw 6.01 Social workers should advocate for living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and should promote so economic, political, and cultural values and institutions that are compatible with the realization of social justice.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@PraxisPod Great to see you at #MacroSW tonight!

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @PraxisPod: #macrosw 6.01 Social workers should advocate for living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and sl

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw USA has history of Cultural genocide - indigenous children forced into residential schools. #MacroSW #HistoricalTrauma https://t.co/qHgMshiLrM

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul @TheMattSchwartz @poliSW This is the classic legal versus ethical model -- the Venn Diagram should like a...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A3: It is ironic. Social workers are stereotypically considered to be the baby snatchers. CPS fights this...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw USA has history of Cultural genocide - indigenous children forced into residential schools....

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Could these @NASW chapters in the areas where kids are held, email their member lists asking for feedback and offering help to report what' happening? #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.1 There was a great tweet by a CPS worker who mentioned how hard they worked, and how much oversight there when...

NASW @nasw
RT @melaniesage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: A3: Social workers' primary goal is to help people in need and to address social problems. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: A3: Social workers' primary goal is to help people in need and to address social problems. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Yes, exactly. The "the law is making us do this" is breathtakingly dishonest. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.1 There was a great tweet by a CPS worker who mentioned how hard they worked, and how much oversight there
when...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw #TransgenerationalTrauma #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings RT @PraxisPod: #macrosw 6.01 Social workers should advocate for living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and sl

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @spcummings: The current policy is the antithesis of Dignity and Worth of the Person. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @SocialWorkersRJ: This has been going on for a while #endfamilyseparation #macrosw https://t.co/HKdejdNNL8

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @PraxisPod: Q3 importance of human relationships #macrosw

Shari Twidwell @twidjr RT @nasw: Q1: What do we currently know about the immigration policy at the US/Mexico border? #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @karenzgoda: Great questions. Here is some related info: https://t.co/qgC13nEIID #MacroSW https://t.co/GQX8W8bpYg

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.Whatever 1.06 Conflicts of interests, 1.05 Cultural Awareness, 1.07 Privacy/Confidentiality…I mean, I can just go o

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz RT @porndaughter: Could these @NASW chapters in the areas where kids are held, email their member lists asking for feedback and offerin

Ashley R. Blanchard @_AshBlanchard RT @porndaughter: Could these @NASW chapters in the areas where kids are held, email their member lists asking for feedback and offerin

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul Dr. Kusmaui, thank you...part of my intent of this question was to make this contrast clear. #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCl6Zn8W4w #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it's impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @aubree0119: @melaniesage THIS!! We see abuse of power all the time. Right now there are so many voiceless, vulnerable KIDS that ar alo...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A3: It is ironic. Social workers are stereotypically considered to be the baby snatchers. CPS fights this..
bad_porkchop @bad_porkchop
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @PraxisPod Exactly. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@TheMattSchwartz @nasw I think we need it. Some social workers might be paralyzed with fear #MacroSW

Melanie Sage 🌸 @melaniesage
@karenzgoda Thanks! Multitasking- dropping in on ya, lurking from a distance! :) (melanie from @ubssw! Hi friends and new friends!) #macro

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummings: @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Yes, exactly. The "the law is making us do this" is breathtakingly dishonest. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q4: As members of the social work profession, what must we do to address this policy? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!? How does a Social Worker provide evidence b p...

Chrystal Bracken @psychtink
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw #TransgenerationalTrauma #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: If we could connect @nasw chapters in these areas to learn what is happening with social workers, it would be helpful #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A3 themes - do no harm, dignity and worth of the person, the importance of human relationships #MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
@spcummings @erinpuglia @melaniesage The whole "I can't do anything with an executive order" and then "Here, I'll sign this, to make people think I'm fixing something but I'm not" it's all MADDENING! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Law and justice are often separated. This is why we have the @NASW code of ethics. When it becomes unethical, quit and start organizing #WhereIsSaulAlinskyWhenYouNeedHim #MacroSW https://t.co/4E2X7oYq8y

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q4: As members of the social work profession, what must we do to address this policy? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: A3: Separating families goes against at least one core value and that's dignity & worth of the individual. Our most vulner...
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@erinpuglia @washingtonpost @nytimes It is just disgusting. #MacroSW

Karen 🧣 Zgoda @karenzgoda
This is such a fantastic discussion tonight - I am learning so much helpful info! #MacroSW https://t.co/IJ6BKsqGP9

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Also the most frightening. Weren't SS officers just "following orders"? Blind obedience in an oppressive regime is what leads to so many human rights violations around the globe. #macrossw

Karen 🧣 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relations ...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PraxisPod: #macrosw 6.01 Social workers should advocate for living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and sl...

Melanie Sage 🙏🏻 @melaniesage
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ A1 Here is a good resource, and it is updated regularly (last one just 20 minutes ago): https://t.co/LbS2YUzSnK...

Karen 🧣 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!?How does a Social Worker provide evidence b p...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A4 Organize. Make it clear where our profession stands through our professional organ, the @NASW. File complaints against social workers violating ethics because it's the right thing to do, even if "they're nice people." We must have, and take a clear ethical position #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
Q4: As members of the social work profession, what must we do to address this issue? @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/xA6HGUriUk

Karen 🧣 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: If we could connect @nasw chapters in these areas to learn what is happening with social workers, it would be helpful #N...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @porndaughter: Could these @NASW chapters in the areas where kids are held, email their member lists asking for feedback and offerin...

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz Yes, while being aware of any social justice warrior judgements! #macroSW

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Absolutely agreed! I think sometimes the only ethical thing to do is to terminate employment! #MacroSW https://t.co/P...

Carol Ann Oleksiak @Oleksiacarol
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relations ...

aubree @aubree0119 @karenzgoda It just feels good to be discussing this topic with others that are thinking about it this way. #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel @spcummings A3: This is a conflict! Here is the government separating children from their parents yet we know that is not right and we must let them reunite. I feel that what is happening at our borders is a violation of everything I believe in as a social worker. #MacroSw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings @karenzgoda This is going to be a very informative transcript! #MacroSW

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw USA has history of Cultural genocide - indigenous children forced into residential schools....

Rachel L. West @poliSW RT @TheMattSchwartz: Law and justice are often separated. This is why we have the @NASW code of ethics. When it becomes unethical, quit and...

Martha Crawford LCSW @shrinkthinks RT @TheMattSchwartz: Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!?How does a Social Worker provide evidence b p...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings A4: Continuing to speak out, continuing to educate everyone, advocacy, advocacy, advocacy. #macrosw

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @PraxisPod: macrosw 6.01 Social workers should advocate for living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and sl

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz RT @UBSSW: @TheMattSchwartz Yes, while being aware of any social justice warrior judgements! #macroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @pomdaughter RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 Organize. Make it clear where our profession stands through our professional organ, the @NASW. File complaints agai...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW RT @TheMattSchwartz: Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!?How does a Social Worker provide evidence b p...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 Organize. Make it clear where our profession stands through our professional organ, the @NASW. File complaints agai...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda This is going to be a very informative transcript! #MacroSw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw Canada has this history too of course #FirstNations #HumanRights #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Could these @NASW chapters in the areas where kids are held, email their member lists asking for feedback and offering

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Could these @NASW chapters in the areas where kids are held, email their member lists asking for feedback and offering

Carol Ann Oleksiak @OleksiakCarol
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it’s impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @erinypuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Yes, exactly. The "the law is making us do this" is breathtakingly dishonest. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: @TheMattSchwartz @nasw I think we need it. Some social workers might be paralyzed with fear #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A4: Continuing to speak out, continuing to educate everyone, advocacy, advocacy, advocacy. #macrosw

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
Hello from L.A. #MacroSW https://t.co/jYHzea969e

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @WrightEriel: @spcummings A3: This is a conflict! Here is the government separating children from their parents yet we know that is not..

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul @erinypuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Social workers must be critically thinking in every intervention. We cannot be driven by bad policy #MacroSW

Melanie Sage @melaniesage
@erinypuglia Hello Erin! Who's teaching the "digital age" elective? (I'm being nosy- gotta keep connected to my #swtech peeps). Melissa Wells pal of mine (UNH faculty). #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: @karenzgoda Thanks! Multitasking- dropping in on ya, lurking from a distance! ;) (melanie from @ubssw Hi friends and n

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @aubree0119: @karenzgoda It just feels good to be discussing this topic with others that are thinking about it this way. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A4: Continuing to speak out, continuing to educate everyone, advocacy, advocacy, advocacy. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: @spcummings @erinypuglia @melaniesage The whole "I can't do anything with an executive order" and then "Here, I'll sign

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @WrightEriel: @spcummings A3: This is a conflict! Here is the government separating children from their parents yet we know that is not.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: This is such a fantastic discussion tonight - I am learning so much helpful info! #MacroSW https://t.co/7BiKsqGP9

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Social workers must be critically thinking in every interventio...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Q4: As members of the social work profession, what must we do to address this policy? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 Organize. Make it clear where our profession stands through our professional organ, the @NASW. File complaints agai...

we care A LOT 🙏🏻 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 @alexroselle
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP https://t.co/lJ6BKsqGP9

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
#MacroSW Signing in from Texas. I'm a grad student at Tarleton State University. I like the information that is being shared. It is useful to infro...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4: a lot. Education: gen. public edu and if you wrk with immigrant make sure they know what to do if ICE comes knocking on their door #MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
A4: I'm at a loss for what I can do, from where I am. I want to go to the border and start hugging these kids and taking them by the hand to fin...

NASW @nasw
A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national policy. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW #keepfamiliestogether https://t.co/Do8PYKvE6

Melanie Sage 📚 @melaniesage
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @erinpuglia @aubree0119 It's complicated though- which of us wouldn't go to the border right now to help t...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage I am so thankful that the agency i work for goes off of the motto 'rightest thing' and that we do the "best evidence based practice" period #Thankful #Grateful #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: A4: a lot. Education: gen. public edu and if you wrk with immigrant make sure they know what to do if ICE comes knocking on t...

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A4) Gain some understanding as to the current roles of social workers, if there are any, at the holding facilities. Organize, advocate, educate, i...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@TheMattSchwartz @nasw Yes. This is a hallmark of social work practice. We must stand by our ethics. #MacroSW

Lauren Ford @Elle__Ford
RT @nasw: A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national..

SocWorkReproJustice @SocialWorkersRJ
RT @PraxisPod: #macrosw 6.01 Social workers should advocate for living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and sl

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national..

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz @nasw Yes. This is a hallmark of social work practice. We must stand by our ethics. #MacroSW

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
Q4. Organize and advocate! If we're inside the system, do our best work for these families. Vote in November! #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
The @nasw conference this weekend. Could an announcement be made to ask social workers directing their feedback and help in the @washingtonpost map areas https://t.co/7i9HNNdcL7? #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communities. We must take the reflect on if we feel a policy violates our ethical standards & if so, what steps we will take to make change. #MacroSW in action.

Lauren Ford @Elle__Ford
RT @melaniesage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @spcumings @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage I am so thankful that the agency i work goes off o...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @MarshAlesia: A3: Separating families goes against at least one core value and that's dignity & worth of the individual. Our most vulner...

Xanthis Suárez @XanthisSuarez
RT @nasw: A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national..

carol hicks 🤜️ @my2twh
RT @StuckonSW: I am exhausted of this topic but glad #MacroSW is tackling this tonight... Will mostly lurk.. we need to focus on facts an...

NASW @nasw
A4: #NASW also strongly encourages social workers to put pressure on their members of Congress to address any policy that includes family separation @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW https://t.co/G7NiSXBfzZ

Zapatero a tus zapatos @OutNmbrdByBoys
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrosw https://t.co/XDo8PYKvE6

NASW @nasw
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communit

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & commun

Zapatero a tus zapatos @OutNmbrdByBoys
RT @spcummings: A2: Social workers may be engaged meaningfully, but their data (example, process notes) may be used unethically. #MacroSW h...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: A4: #NASW also strongly encourages social workers to put pressure on their members of Congress to address any policy that inc...

Ashley R. Blanchard @AshBlanchard
A1: Build social capital amongst refugees and similar diasporas and provide opportunities for activist leadership. #MacroSW https://t.co/ADnDv7itoQ

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @porndaughter: The @nasw conference this weekend. Could an announcement be made to ask social workers directing their feedback a help...

Carlos G. @CGhood
RT @melaniesiage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4: education info on what to do if ICE comes to your door via ACLU https://t.co/B3WTdCnbw6 #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: If we could connect @nasw chapters in these areas to learn what is happening with social workers, it would be helpful #N...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: Could these @NASW chapters in the areas where kids are held, email their member lists asking for feedback and offerin...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) Gain some understanding as to the current roles of social workers, if there are any, at the holding facilities. Organize...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw Have you seen the research on how trauma is literally carried from generation to generation in our DNA? Here is recent research on Holocaust survivors: https://t.co/9NTzCAHAyX #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Yes, this. We should know by now that we can’t fix every individual on a 1:1 basis. We must think and work at a policy level. #macrosw https://t.co/SGAgjUGS4v

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings 5 things you can do today: https://t.co/hVlu7mJaca #KeepFamiliesTogether #MacroSW

luasol38 @luasol38
RT @nasw: A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national..

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcumings @nasw Have you seen the research on how trauma is literally carried fr…

NASW @nasw
A4: Advocate, too, for those children who are now in the system as a result of these separations & begin 2 identify & work toward family reunification. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #NASW2018 #socialworkers #socialwork

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcumings @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Also the most frightening. Weren't SS officers just "following orders"?…

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
A5: One step we can take locally - educate our families and colleagues. Many people are being given bad information, or fall into disjunction on "whataboutism". This moves the discussion away from meaningful intervention #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcumings: Q4: As members of the social work profession, what must we do to address this policy? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Q4: As members of the social work profession, what must we do to address this issue? @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW #K…

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @poliSW: A4: education info on what to do if ICE comes to your door via ACLU https://t.co/B3WTdCnbw6 #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @spcumings: A lot has been happening this week on the southern border. Tonight’s discussion will attempt to look at how social work sh

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 Organize. Make it clear where our profession stands through our professional organ, the @NASW. File complaints agai…

Ashley Kryscynski @A2Kryscynski
RT @poliSW: A4: education info on what to do if ICE comes to your door via ACLU https://t.co/B3WTdCnbw6 #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @_AshBlanchard: A1: Build social capital amongst refugees and similar diasporas and provide opportinities for activist leadership. #Mac…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: @karenzgoda It just feels good to be discussing this topic with others that are thinking about it this way. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Indeed. #MacroSW https://t.co/YJehoSLcgW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ @spcumings @nasw USA has history of Cultural genocide - indigeonous children forced into residential schools….

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
@nasw @OfficialMacroSW A4: Continue showing that we care! The overwhelming public backlash caused a reversal of the policy by the administration, but we should not stop there. The details moving forward are so unclear and comprehensive immigration reform is still needed.
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@PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @nasw: Glad to be here! #MacroSW as we discuss how socialwork can #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/ayAdQxEBxP

@SunyaFolayan
RT @aubree0119: A3: Social workers' primary goal is to help people in need and to address social problems. #macros

@UBSSW
RT @WrightEriel: A3: This is a conflict! Here is the government separating children from their parents yet we know that is not.

@nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: A5: One step we can take locally - educate our families and colleagues. Many people are being given bad information, or 1

@UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: This is going to be a very informative transcript! #MacroSW

@PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @aubree0119: Excuse the tweet storm...participating in the #MacroSW chat https://t.co/8VKL8JId3q

@CelebrateShi
@nasw @OfficialMacroSW Make sure we know the facts and have a clear understanding of the issue. Call local and state officials. Make sure are registered to vote. Host voters registration. When the opportunity arise to volunteer... go! #MacroSW

@karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: @spcummings @erinpuglia @melaniesage The whole "I can't do anything with an executive order" and then "Here, I'll sign

@SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Great questions. Here is some related info: https://t.co/qgC13nEIID #MacroSW https://t.co/GQX8W8bpYg

@twidjr
RT @nasw: A2: Social workers have always worked w/churches, religious groups & refugee resettlement org 4 many years. Those groups haalw...

@PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @karenzgoda: This is such a fantastic discussion tonight - I am learning so much helpful info! #MacroSW https://t.co/U6BKsqGP9

@nancy_kusmaul
RT @erinpuglia: A4: Continue showing that we care! The overwhelming public backlash caused a reversal of the policy...

@SocialWorkersRJ
And ask if your employer has a policy or any agreements with ICE or police and what protections are in place on client information #macros https://t.co/VEgDSxu3L9

@spcummings
@nasw @OfficialMacroSW @NASW I think this is one of the best things we can do where we are now. #MacroSW
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @porndaughter: @washingtonpost Map of where the immigrant kids are and still updating https://t.co/NCisZn8W4w #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Also the most frightening. Weren't SS officers just "following orders"?...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A4: Advocate, too, for those children who are now in the system as a result of these separations & begin 2 identify & work toward.

Melanie Sage @melaniesage
A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training. Local training in lot places. #macrosw

Carlos Ortiz @carlosodj
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it's impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW i

des @DesPeterson77
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communit

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @aubree0119: @spcummings @erinpuglia @melaniesage The whole "I can't do anything with an executive order" and then "Here, I'll sign

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@EJohnsonLCSW Hi, Elise! we are on Q 4: As members of the social work profession, what must we do to address this issue? #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 Organize. Make it clear where our profession stands through our professional organ, the @NASW. File complaint agai...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A4: Continuing to speak out, continuing to educate everyone, advocacy, advocacy, advocacy. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Social workers must be critically thinking in every interventic ca...

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 It is clear that there is no thought to ethical, pragmatic, policy, or to the ripple effect, or to the trauma/imp...

NASW @nasw
Bilingual #socialworkers can volunteer 2 help detained immigrants by translating & providing mental health assessments 4 those organization:

https://t.co/52IfdAbexG

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SocWrkDoc: A3) #MacroSW https://t.co/2QpCgkUmxb

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: @erinpuglia Hello Erin! Who's teaching the "digital age" elective? (I'm being nosy- gotta keep connected to my #swtech pe

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @spcumings: Themes for Q1: A lack of transparency/information about what's going on, concern for lasting trauma, long-range resettlement

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @spcumings 5 things you can do today: https://t.co/hVlu7mJAca #KeepFamiliesTogether #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Amayrani09: #MacroSW Signing in from Texas. I'm a grad student at Tarleton State University. I like the information that is being shara

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
A4 Have @Justin_Vest lead us in another #MacroSW community organizing chat series

Colton Ortolf @ColtonOrtolf
A4: Not a member of the profession but please share the positive stories along with the negative so that we can provide hope. There are lots of good people trying to resolve this and we should recognize them as the heroes they are #MacroSW https://t.co/YkwcCzoOP7

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
A4 themes: educate and get educated; take political action locally; advocate for the welfare of the children and families. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4: a lot. Education: gen. public edu and if you wrk with immigrant make sure they know what to do if ICE comes knocking on theh

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @spcumings: A1: One of my biggest concerns: Connecting children with their families. It appears a system is not in place for this. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & community

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Yes, this. We should know by now that we can't fix every individual on a 1:1 basis. We must think and work at a policy leve

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national.0

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!? How does a Social Worker provide evidence b beside...
Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A4) We will be participating in a local protest event here in Southwest Florida on Saturday #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @erinpuglia @aubree0119 It's complicated though- which of us wouldn't go to the bord no...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: A4: education info on what to do if ICE comes to your door via ACLU https://t.co/B3WTdCnbw6 #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & commun...

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A4: Handy resource to hand out to anyone concerned about being stopped by ICE or Police. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: And ask if your employer has a policy or any agreements with ICE or police and what protections are in place on clien...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage I am so thankful that the agency i work goes off o...

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @spcummings: A3: The current policy is the antithesis of Dignity and Worth of the Person. #MacroSW

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw Have you seen the research on how trauma is literally carried fr...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @CelebrateShi: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW Make sure we know the facts and have a clear understanding of the issue. Call local and state...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) Gain some understanding as to the current roles of social workers, if there are any, at the holding facilities. Organize...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swkterry: Q4. Organize and advocate! If we're inside the system, do our best work for these families. Vote in November! #MacroSW

Tiffany Huffman @tthuffman
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: Ethical social workers should reconsider employment with ORR ICE CBP #macrow #https://t.co/XDo8PYKvE6

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
RT @nasw: Bilingual #socialworkers can volunteer 2 help detained immigrants by translating & providing mental health assessments 4 those i...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
@spcummings A4: Advocacy, education and work with the different systems in order to help the vulnerable (children and parents). Perhaps education is the right tool. I just wish Trump & Sec. Nielsen would listen with empathy.#MacroSW
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @aubree0119: A1: Even if we were able to put ALL of the families back together before they went to sleep tonight, there is so much trauma.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4 vote and register others to vote. Push your members of congress for comprehensive immigration reform #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@ColtonOrtolf Excellent point! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@swkterry #VotingIsSocialWork ! #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @aubree0119 SCIENCE IS CLEAR on harm of separation https://t.co/tkhBxawinQ #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Sometimes its ethical to break the law. #macrosw https://t.co/Piu3iaCCPF

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: @swkterry #VotingIsSocialWork !#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communities.

aubree @aubree0119
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training.

Ashley R. Blanchard @_AshBlanchard
communities. No longer can we afford to work in silos or only on one issue. As we develop these state and local multiracial and multi-issue coalitions, we must centralize the communities who are being singled out for bigotry" #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: The @nasw conference this weekend. Could an announcement be made to ask social workers directing their feedback at help...

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @poliSW: A4: education info on what to do if ICE comes to your door via ACLU https://t.co/B3WTdCnbw6 #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A4: #NASW also strongly encourages social workers to put pressure on their members of Congress to address any policy that inc

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw Have you seen the research on how trauma is literally carried fr...
Susan Hickey, LCSW 🌟 @SusanZuzka48
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it's impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz The concern is that noted from these sessions are being used by the gov't in deportation hearings. There a

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @_AshBlanchard: A1: Build social capital amongst refugees and similar diasporas and provide opportunities for activist leadership. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4: education info on what to do if ICE comes to your door via ACLU https://t.co/B3WTdCnbw6 #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 Organize. Make it clear where our profession stands through our professional organ, the @NASW. File complaints again... #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
メディカルワーカー#MacroSW https://t.co/vuoLXUt9P

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw Have you seen the research on how trauma is literally carried fr...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz @nasw Yes. This is a hallmark of social work practice. We must stand by our ethics. #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) Gain some understanding as to the current roles of social workers, if there are any, at the holding facilities. Organize... #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Absolutely agreed! I would love to see a greater communication tool (maybe through the @nasw website) for us to be

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: @TheMattSchwartz @nasw I think we need it. Some social workers might be paralyzed with fear #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.1 There was a great tweet by a CPS worker who mentioned how hard they worked, and how much oversight there when... #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @poliSW: A4: a lot. Education: gen. public edu and if you wrk with immigrant make sure they know what to do if ICE comes knocking on th

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca...
Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: A3: How does this practice of separating children from their families conflict with the Code of Ethics? #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @spcummings: A4 themes: educate and get educated; take political action locally; advocate for the welfare of the children and families…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @nasw: A4: @nasw believes we should actively advocate within our states and local jurisdictions against family separation as a national..

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4 testify in front of leg. commitees. If you can't be on a panel you can submit written testimony into the record. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Fraze @pomdaughter
RT @SunyaFolayan: Sometimes its ethical to break the law. #macrosw https://t.co/Plu3iaCCPF

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relations...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q5 is a continuation of Q4: What should we, as social workers, do right now? #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 We. Cannot. Ever. “Just follow orders” or be used unethically by any government or agency. We have the @NASW Code…

NASW @nasw
A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co/vgMi8aot #MacroSW #NASW2018 #NASW #KeepFamiliesTogether #Melania https://t.co/R6lCnp9sG0

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Exactly this! How does an 8 month old represent themselves in court!?How does a Social Worker provide evidence b...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: A3 themes - do no harm, dignity and worth of the person, the importance of human relationships #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @poliSW: A4 testify in front of leg. commitees. If you can't be on a panel you can submit written testimony into the record. #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @nasw: A4: #NASW also strongly encourages social workers to put pressure on their members of Congress to address any policy that inc...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4: write op eds and pitch articles to magazines and blogs. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: A4 testify in front of leg. commitees. If you can't be on a panel you can submit written testimony into the record. #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
#MacroSW https://t.co/VmzoZ0D6aF

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co... 

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: @spcumings @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relations ...

NASW @nasw
RT @UBSSW: @swkterry #VotingIsSocialWork ! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @poliSW: A4: write op eds and pitch articles to magazines and blogs. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @poliSW: A4 vote and register others to vote. Push your members of congress for comprehensive immigration reform #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I always walk away energized with resources!

Stephen Cummings @spcumings
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co...

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co...

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Law and justice are often separated. This is why we have the @NASW code of ethics. When it becomes unethical, qu...

NASW @nasw
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) We will be participating in a local protest event here in Southwest Florida on Saturday #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I always walk away energized with resources!

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @karenzgoda: Great questions. Here is some related info: https://t.co/qgC13nEIID #MacroSW https://t.co/GQX8W8bpYg

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @PraxisPod: #macrosw 6.01 Social workers should advocate for living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and sl

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co/v…

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: This is such a fantastic discussion tonight - I am learning so much helpful info! #MacroSW https://t.co/U6BKsqGP9

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz @karenzgoda @aubree0119 Same #MacroSW #FeelTheSWLove #FeelTheMacroLove #NowLetsTake3DeepBreathesAndChangeTheWorld

erinpuglia @erinpuglia @poliSW Awesome idea! #macrosow

Stephen Cummings @spcummings RT @JLuriaLISW: Thank you #MacroSW I am a therapist specializing in the care of young children and there families.

NASW @nasw RT @aubree0119: @karenzgoda It just feels good to be discussing this topic with others that are thinking about it this way. #MacroSW

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09 RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I

NASW @nasw RT @WrightEriel: @spcummings A3: This is a conflict! Here is the government separating children from their parents yet we know that is not..

erinpuglia @erinpuglia RT @UBSSW: @swkterry #VotingIsSocialWork ! #MacroSW

Andrea Amayrani @Amayrani09 RT @CelebrateShi: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @nasw Have you seen the research on how trauma is literally carried fr…

Rachel L. West @poliSW A4: take to the streets. Protest, march, die-in etc. Sced'l mtgs with your rep and senator. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Social workers must be critically thinking in every interventic ca…

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz RT @poliSW: A4: take to the streets. Protest, march, die-in etc. Sced'l mtgs with your rep and senator. #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt RT @karenzgoda: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw Have you seen the research on how trauma is literally carried fr…

John Brewer @jbrewer40 RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co/v…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings Seriously!! For all the best reasons!! #MacroSW https://t.co/Xj2kgfOhz9

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Family separation protest in DC June 30 https://t.co/MJkVKO3CMr #MacroSW

Daniel Afram @Afram0101
RT @nasw: As social workers we understand the long-term affects of childhood trauma and it's impact on these children. @OfficialMacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @erinpuglia: @poliSW Awesome idea! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @porndaughter: Family separation protest in DC June 30 https://t.co/MJkVKO3CMr #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@karenzgoda @TheMattSchwartz @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw (Watch for Nurit Fischer Shemer - a PhD student here, now in phase - she researches this!) https://t.co/yEXUlapcu7 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Yes, this. We should know by now that we can't fix every individual on a 1:1 basis. We must think and work at a policy...

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @poliSW: A4 testify in front of leg, commitees. If you can't be on a panel you can submit writen testamony into the record. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A4: donate to or vol with nonprofits advocating for immigrents rights #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @UBSSW: @karenzgoda @TheMattSchwartz @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw (Watch for Nurit Fischer Shemer - a PhD studen here, now in ABD…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A4: Advocate, too, for those children who are now in the system as a result of these separations & begin 2 identify & work toward

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: Q4 coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co/
#MacroSW I meant A4 on the last two answers, excuse me 😅. This is what happens when you’re up working till 4AM...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A5: One step we can take locally - educate our families and colleagues. Many people are being given bad information, or l

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 This is a very sensitive topic for me. My great grandparents & grandparents were survivors of the holocaust. I ar

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Protests are being planned around the country. https://t.co/NB9cz0OFtg #MacroSW https://t.co/JDGh6wnQzf

Kolby A. Cole @kolcole
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communit

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @poliSW: A4 vote and register others to vote. Push your members of congress for comprehensive immigration reform #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A5) Get active with legislators! Many are making headway on this issue. Get out there with them in support! @SenBillNelson has been a great activist on this issue here in FL! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @poliSW: @TheMattSchwartz Yes. My Grandmother was also a holocaust survivor and this has been triggering. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Indeed. #MacroSW https://t.co/YJehoSLcgW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Protests are being planned around the country. https://t.co/NB9cz0OFtg #MacroSW https://t.co/JDGh6wnQzf

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @erinpuglia: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW A4: Continue showing that we care! The overwhelming public backlash caused a reversal of the policy…

NASW @nasw
Check out our blog for tips on how to help at your local level there’s even a script for what to say to your Congressman #MacroSW https://t.co/vgMl8aobG5 https://t.co/4F0y8LxU0S

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
🚀)Mathematical Blogging #MacroSW https://t.co/IP4d7cYIEa

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: Check out our blog for tips on how to help at your local level there’s even a script for what to say to your Congressman #MacroSV

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CelebrateShi: @nasw @OfficialMacroSW Make sure we know the facts and have a clear understanding of the issue. Call local and stat

NASW @nasw
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage I am so thankful that the agency i work
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @SocWrkDoc: A5) Get active with legislators! Many are making headway on this issue. Get out there with them in support! @SenBillNelson

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: And ask if your employer has a policy or any agreements with ICE or police and what protections are in place on clien

NASW @nasw
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) Gain some understanding as to the current roles of social workers, if there are any, at the holding facilities. Organize…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca…

Lisa Mac @LisaMMacri
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) We will be participating in a local protest event here in Southwest Florida on Saturday #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Bilingual #socialworkers can volunteer 2 help detained immigrants by translating & providing mental health assessments 4 those or…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings A5: Support each other through conversations like this one. This is hard work and these are unsettling times. #selfcare #social #Macrosw

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkerry
Several states have pulled their Guard troops from the border. If your state hasn’t, call, email, tweet your governor. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.Whatever 1.06 Conflicts of interests, 1.05 Cultural Awareness, 1.07 Privacy/Confidentiality…I mean, I can just go…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ColtonOrtolf: A4: Not a member of the profession but please share the positive stories along with the negative so that we can provide h…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A4 themes: educate and get educated; take political action locally; advocate for the welfare of the children and families.…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @erinpuglia: @aubree0119 @melaniesage And this policy is in no way the law as has been claimed by some. The administration manufactured…

NASW @nasw
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
While the hour is almost up, the movement is still just getting started. #KeepingFamiliesTogether #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @karenzgoda @TheMattSchwartz @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw (Watch for Nurit Fischer Shemer - a PhD student here, now in ABD…)

aubree @aubree0119

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: While the hour is almost up, the movement is still just getting started. #KeepingFamiliesTogether #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: Yes - it seems evident, yet this is the groundwork for how social workers should see their involvement. #MacroSW https://t…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Social workers must be critically thinking in every interventic ca…

NASW @nasw
RT @poliSW: A4: write op eds and pitch articles to magazines and blogs. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Family separation protest in DC June 30 https://t.co/MJkVKO3CMr #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@erinpuglia Citizens groups, association, and nonprofits can also host press conf. Make sure you stream them online. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage I am so thankful that the agency i work goes o…

NASW @nasw
RT @poliSW: A4: take to the streets. Protest, march, die-in etc. Sced'l mtgs with your rep and senator. #MacroSW

Jennifer C. Greenfield, PhD, MSW @jcgreenfield
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca…

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
RT @spcummings: While the hour is almost up, the movement is still just getting started. #KeepingFamiliesTogether #MacroSW

luasol38 @luasol38
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communities…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SocWrkDoc Buffalo has one planned for June 30! #MacroSW #resist

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @nasw: Check out our blog for tips on how to help at your local level there's even a script for what to say to your Congressman #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A4: Handy resource to hand out to anyone concerned about being stopped by ICE or Police. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WrightEriel: @spcummings A4: Advocacy, education and work with the different systems in order to help the vulnerable (children and pa

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A4) We will be participating in a local protest event here in Southwest Florida on Saturday #MacroSW

Kristin B. Fraze @porndaughter
Sad times #MacroSW https://t.co/NQGBcUl2G6

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: Protests are being planned around the country. https://t.co/NB9cz0OFtg #MacroSW https://t.co/JDGh6wnQzf

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Everyone: A LOT of great ideas and resources were shared tonight. I'll have the transcript posted shortly for reference. Look for a follow-up pc https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFl soon. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Sometimes its ethical to break the law. #macrosw https://t.co/Plu3laCCPF

NASW @nasw
RT @SocWrkDoc: A5) Get active with legislators! Many are making headway on this issue. Get out there with them in support! @SenBillNelsc

Melanie Sage ❌ 🌈 @melaniesage
People applying for refugee status don't get appointed attnys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely to not get deported. 40 hr training to represent them- some listings here #macrosw https://t.co/u1j3C8wMVZ

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Okay, so that whole "let's write a huge ethical brief" at 10pm seems like less a good idea after a very emotional #MacroSW chat…soooo, add ! you can, #MacroSW fam (I'll be working on it this weekend) #SelfCare #LowSpoons https://t.co/GAKrKGnSLj

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
You can donate to a bunch of great organizations all at once here: https://t.co/4BpEvzhAcP #MacroSW https://t.co/gpcUAQhtx6

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @_AshBlanchard: communities. No longer can we afford to work in silos or only on one issue. As we develop these state and local multira

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4 testify in front of leg. commitees. If you can't be on a panel you can submit writen testamony into the record. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Q5 is a continuation of Q4: What should we, as social workers, do right now? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @melaniesage: People applying for refugee status don't get appointed attnys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4: write op eds and pitch articles to magazines and blogs. #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Everyone: A LOT of great ideas and resources were shared tonight. I'll have the transcript posted shortly for reference. Lo.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @porndaughter: Family separation protest in DC June 30 https://t.co/MJkVKO3CMr #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co/v…

NASW @nasw
RT @UBSSW: @SocWrkDoc Buffalo has one planned for June 30! #MacroSW #resist

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
A5: Social workers and all of our allies need to keep building the understanding that we are uniquely equipped to solve complex problems and should be making & implementing policies #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #MacroSW https://t.co/VmzoZ0D6aF

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
I want to extend a special thank you to @NASW for joining us for tonight's chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/W8tKB5R3GB

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I

NASW @nasw
RT @spcummings: Everyone: A LOT of great ideas and resources were shared tonight. I'll have the transcript posted shortly for reference. Lo.

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @UBSSW: @SocialWorkersRJ @spcummings @nasw USA has history of Cultural genocide - indigeonous children forced into residential schools.…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @karenzgoda @aubree0119 Same #MacroSW #FeelTheSWLove #FeelTheMacroLove #NowLetsTake3DeepBreathesAndChangeTheWorld

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Thank you, @spcummings and @OfficialMacroSW as well as all of our partners (and the @NASW!!!!!) for being here tonight!!! This made a vi long week so, so, so, so much better! #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @melaniesage: People applying for refugee status don't get appointed attnys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4: take to the streets. Protest, march, die-in etc. Sced'l mtgs with your rep and senator. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: The @nasw conference this weekend. Could an announcement be made to ask social workers directing their feedback as help...

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Excellent work tonight, @spcummings! Thanks to all on the chat for the insights, resources, and ideas! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: I want to extend a special thank you to @NASW for joining us for tonight's chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/W8tKB5R3GB

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @spcummings Seriously!! For all the best reasons!! #MacroSW https://t.co/Xj2kgfOhz9

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Family separation protest in June 30 https://t.co/MJkVKO3CMr #MacroSW

S. Hassan @TEFSEEY
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co/lt.

Karen 💙 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @melaniesage: People applying for refugee status don’t get appointed attnys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely.

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Social workers and all of our allies need to keep building the understanding that we are uniquely equipped to solv.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @_AshBlanchard: communities. No longer can we afford to work in silos or only on one issue. As we develop these state and local multira

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A4: donate to or vol with nonprofits advocating for immigrants rights #MacroSW

Karen 💙 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Everyone: A LOT of great ideas and resources were shared tonight. I’ll have the transcript posted shortly for reference. Lo.

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @melaniesage: People applying for refugee status don’t get appointed attnys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Protests are being planned around the country. https://t.co/NB9cz0OFtg #MacroSW https://t.co/JDGh6wnQzf

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
@NASW we’re here weekly, and you’re welcome to join us! #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/2tHa4pvyHd :-)

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
A5: Many protests and rallies still planned for June 30th - in D.C. and across nation: https://t.co/Yuzv1Acaf #macrowsw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A5) Get active with legislators! Many are making headway on this issue. Get out there with them in support! @SenBillNelsc

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: @swkterry #VotingIsSocialWork ! #MacroSW

Jemma @jemmsss
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communities

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@TheMattSchwartz Keep up the good work and be sure to take care of yourself along the way! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Check out our blog for tips on how to help at your local level there's even a script for what to say to your Congressman #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
@spcummings A 5: Continue to be the voice and the force to help reunite those families. Advocate for any resources/policies that can be help. This includes Mental health treatment. While the government job is to punish; my job is to challenge injustice. #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
A5: whenever there’s a social problem that is hard to solve, everyone’s first thought should be “we need a social worker!” #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Thank you, and likewise! #MacroSW https://t.co/PNsZlPRO41

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Thank you for your leadership tonight @spcummings! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@SocWrkDoc Thanks so much, @SocWrkDoc ! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: whenever there’s a social problem that is hard to solve, everyone’s first thought should be “we need a social work.

aubree @aubree0119
A5: I think we need to continue to speak up and show up! Vote, make calls, protest, advocate, support, assist, fight! KEEP BEING FIERCE! #MacroSW https://t.co/kUPYUmIv8p

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@porndaughter I prefer this version: https://t.co/8Q8J1g4OaB #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @erinpuglia: A5: Many protests and rallies still planned for June 30th - in D.C. and across nation: https://t.co/iYuzv1Acaf #macrosw

Susan Hickey, LCSW 🍓 @SusanZuZka48
RT @nasw: A4: How Social Workers Can Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family - from our blog #pleaseshare https://t.co/IYuzv1Acaf

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: @erinpuglia @aubree0119 @melaniesage Yes, exactly. The "the law is making us do this" is breathtakingly dishonest. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: @nasw I have made many calls! Thank you for the script! #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@TheMattSchwartz @OfficialMacroSW @nasw Thank you, Matt! #MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
RT @melaniesage: People applying for refugee status don't get appointed attorneys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
❤ #MacroSW https://t.co/m074qlkYV6

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul Dr. Kusmaul, thank you…part of my intent of this question was to make this contrast clear. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training. Loca…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Check out our blog for tips on how to help at your local level there's even a script for what to say to your Congressman #MacroSW

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
Thanks to all involved! I loved my first #macrosw twitter chat. So many great ideas.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: A5) Get active with legislators! Many are making headway on this issue. Get out there with them in support! @SenBillNelsc

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
And my usual plug: even if you're a micro social worker like me, you belong at the #MacroSW chats! (it's in the code of ethics, sort of 😊) #Ma

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @nasw: Check out our blog for tips on how to help at your local level there's even a script for what to say to your Congressman #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nasw @spcummings Many governors are suing over this, as with NYS Gov. https://t.co/4Wz1rmGbDF #MacroSW

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @melaniesage: People applying for refugee status don't get appointed attorneys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Protests are being planned around the country. https://t.co/4Wz1rmGbDF #MacroSW https://t.co/JDGh6wnQzf

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A5: Support each other through conversations like this one. This is hard work and these are unsettling t

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @karenzgoda: @aubree0119 #MacroSW helps me feel less despair, actually working together with colleagues on positive social change. I
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swkterry: Several states have pulled their Guard troops from the border. If your state hasn't, call, email, tweet your governor. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcumings: While the hour is almost up, the movement is still just getting started. #KeepingFamiliesTogether #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @policSW
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: And ask if your employer has a policy or any agreements with ICE or police and what protections are in place on clien

NASW @nasw
@spcumings Sincerely, it was our pleasure! #macroSW #nasw2018 #nasw #KeepFamiliesTogether #socialworkers #socialwork @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/7FTLqTDi2O

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
Thank YOU! I'd add a gif in here, but I'm just learning how to use tweetdeck #MacroSW https://t.co/dVvoq8KxhV

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Sad times #MacroSW https://t.co/NQGBcUl2G6

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcumings: Everyone: A LOT of great ideas and resources were shared tonight. I’ll have the transcript posted shortly for reference. Lo

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @TheMattSchwartz @policSW HIPAA, Due Process.....legally what does apply to non-citizens? #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: People applying for refugee status don't get appointed atttnys. They fare FAR better with representation, much more likely.

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nasw: @spcumings Sincerely, it was our pleasure! #macroSW #nasw2018 #nasw #KeepFamiliesTogether #socialworkers #socialwork @OfficialMa...

Ashley R. Blanchard @_AshBlanchard
A5: register people to vote. Assist them in learning the power of their vote and through it, the ability to change everything from their communal environment to nation-wide policies that work in their best interests.#MacroSW

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
Thanks @spcumings and all the macro tweeters. This topic weighs heavy on my heart everyday. I am grateful to have participated tonight. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Social workers and all of our allies need to keep building the understanding that we are uniquely equipped to solv

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @StuckonSW: “Why companies need to hire social workers” via @jakebullinger of @FastCompany (you da man!!) #NASW2018 #macrosw #swtech #

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcumings: I want to extend a special thank you to @NASW for joining us for tonight's chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/W8lKB5R3GB
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @WrightEriel: @spcummings A5: Continue to be the voice and the force to help reunite those families. Advocate for any resources/policies.

26 min

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @erinpuglia: A5: Many protests and rallies still planned for June 30th - in D.C. and across nation: https://t.co/Yuzzv1Acuf #MacroSW

26 min

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Keep up the good work and be sure to take care of yourself along the way! #MacroSW

26 min

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @SocialWorkersRJ: And ask if your employer has a policy or any agreements with ICE or police and what protections are in place on client

26 min

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@erinpuglia We aim to connect and educate! We hope to see you soon! #MacroSW

26 min

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: A5: I think we need to continue to speak up and show up! Vote, make calls, protest, advocate, support, assist, fight! KEEP.

26 min

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @porndaughter I prefer this version: https://t.co/8Q8J1g4OaB #MacroSW

26 min

Setou Ouattara @SetouO
We have a humanitarian crisis unfolding before us. And there is a sense of powerlessness that are preventing many people to get involved. Our voice is our strength and that can't be taken away! We have to use it to take action and demand change. #MacroSW

26 min

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: ❤️ #MacroSW https://t.co/m074qlkYV6

26 min

NASW @nasw
RT @swkterry: Thanks @spcummings and all the macro tweeters. This topic weighs heavy on my heart everyday. I am grateful to have partici

26 min

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: @spcummings Sincerely, it was our pleasure! #macroSW #nasw2018 #nasw #KeepFamiliesTogether #socialworkers #socialwork @OfficialMa…

25 min

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Social workers and all of our allies need to keep building the understanding that we are uniquely equipped to solv.

25 min

Matthew L. Schwartz @TheMattSchwartz
And with that, I have a cat, a dog, and a really big bowl of popcorn that requires my attention. Goodnight #MacroSW Fam! ❤️

25 min

Melanie Sage 🙏🏻 @melaniesage
If you want to do some self-paced training on immigration policy and law and learn other ways to help, @cliniclegal offers some free online cla here https://t.co/ReH8J2wE0z #macrosw

25 min

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @aubree0119: @nasw I have made many calls! Thank you for the script! #MacroSW

25 min

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: Everyone: A LOT of great ideas and resources were shared tonight. I'll have the transcript posted shortly for reference. Lo
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you @spcummings for hosting such a fantastic chat tonight! Thank you @nasw for your hard work and leadership to help us #KeepFamiliesTogether! #MacroSW https://t.co/wC40TUqRvV

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @nasw: @spcummings Sincerely, it was our pleasure! #macroSW #nasw2018 #nasw #KeepFamiliesTogether #socialworkers #socialwork @OfficialMa…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: I want to extend a special thank you to @NASW for joining us for tonight’s chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/W8iKB5R3GB

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @melaniesage: A4. Did you know that you can be a non-lawyer representative in immigration court? @RAICESTEXAS has online training Loca…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Social workers and all of our allies need to keep building the understanding that we are uniquely equipped to solv…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@PolicyDrSchmidt Glad you could join us tonight Linda! #MacroSW

Ashley R. Blanchard @_AshBlanchard
Good night everyone, and thank you for your tireless work social workers! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I’m doing a webinar with NASW-NY on the 28th on Legislative Advocacy. https://t.co/3zgaTzfCp #macrosw https://t.co/NIKjn6TcbD

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings @nasw Thanks for leading this chat - important info and solidarity given tonight! #macroSW #KeepFamiliesTogether https://t.co/2vV0dKn5v4

aubree @aubree0119
@spcummings THANK YOU!!! I needed this tonight! As usual, armed with so much more now, compared to an hour ago. #MacroSW rocks! https://t.co/4xZlQ0AuAW6

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @SetouO: We have a humanitarian crisis unfolding before us. And there is a sense of powerlessness that are preventing many people to g…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@SetouO Thank you for this. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: If you want to do some self-paced training on immigration policy and law and learn other ways to help, @cliniclegal offer…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @melaniesage: If you want to do some self-paced training on immigration policy and law and learn other ways to help, @cliniclegal offer…

aubree @aubree0119
#MacroSW https://t.co/RM65nQudNY
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I'm doing a webinar with NASW-NY on the 28th on Legislative Advocacy. https://t.co/3zgaTZtjCp #macrosw https://t.co/NfKjn6Tr

M @mle_sarah
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communit

Princess Ann @Anitaboop04
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communit

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @aubree0119: #MacroSW https://t.co/RMb5nQudNY

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Just remember all: https://t.co/qjJ0Sj6WKL #MacroSw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SetouO: We have a humanitarian crisis unfolding before us. And there is a sense of powerlessness that are preventing many people to j

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @erinpuglia: A5: Many protests and rallies still planned for June 30th - in D.C. and across nation: https://t.co/Yuzv1Acaf #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @poliSW: I'm doing a webinar with NASW-NY on the 28th on Legislative Advocacy. https://t.co/3zgaTZtjCp #macrosw https://t.co/NfKjn6Tr

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Now is the time to get in the trenches. #macrosw https://t.co/EVn96UABV5

Terry Cluse-Tolar @swkterry
RT @melaniesage: If you want to do some self-paced training on immigration policy and law and learn other ways to help, @cliniclegal offer...

Nancy @WiseOwl_ACK
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @NASW A3 do no harm! Ethical Principle: Social workers recognize the central importance of human relations ...

Paola Montalvo @paola_maria8
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communit

Justin Vest @Justin_Vest
@TheMattSchwartz Since moving to a new time zone I always miss these! 😞 #MacroSW

Holly L. @hiyahol
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: whenever there’s a social problem that is hard to solve, everyone’s first thought should be “we need a social work.

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @spcummings: I want to extend a special thank you to @NASW for joining us for tonight's chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/W8tKB5R3GB

Setou Ouattara @SetouO
RT @melaniesage: A2. Have you seen: immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in Virginia say they were bea
Sunya Folyan @SunyaFolyan
RT @porndaughter: Sad times #MacroSW https://t.co/NQGBcUl2G6

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: As Social Wkrs, we must familiarize ourselves w/ policies & understand the impact they have on our clients & communit

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @SocWrkDoc: A5) Get active with legislators! Many are making headway on this issue. Get out there with them in support! @SenBillNelc

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@karenzgoda @nasw Thanks so much! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: And my usual plug: even if you're a micro social worker like me, you belong at the #MacroSW chats! (it's in the code i

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolyan: Now is the time to get in the trenches. #macrosw https://t.co/EVn96UABV5

Sunya Folyan @SunyaFolyan
RT @spcummings: While the hour is almost up, the movement is still just getting started. #KeepingFamiliesTogether #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: Just remember all: https://t.co/qqjOSj6WKL #MacroSw

Sunya Folyan @SunyaFolyan
RT @nasw: @spcummings Sincerely, it was our pleasure! #macroSW #nasw2018 #nasw #KeepFamiliesTogether #socialworkers #socialwork @OfficialMa…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: #MacroSW https://t.co/RMb5nQudNY

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: #MacroSW https://t.co/RMb5nQudNY

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SetouO: We have a humanitarian crisis unfolding before us. And there is a sense of powerlessness that are preventing many people to (М

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@erinpuglia Please come back when you can. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings @SetouO #MacroSW https://t.co/3ry9lDN3LH

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Yes, this. We should know by now that we can't fix every individual on a 1:1 basis. We must think and work at a policy..

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @melaniesage: If you want to do some self-paced training on immigration policy and law and learn other ways to help, @cliniclegal offer…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: @spcummings THANK YOU!!! I needed this tonight! As usual, armed with so much more now, compared to an hour ago. #MacroSW r…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @nasw Thanks for leading this chat - important info and solidarity given tonight! #macroSW #KeepFamiliesTog htt…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @SetouO: We have a humanitarian crisis unfolding before us. And there is a sense of powerlessness that are preventing many people to "

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I'm doing a webinar with NASW-NY on the 28th on Legislative Advocacy. https://t.co/3zgaTZjCp #macrosw https://t.co/NfKjn6TcbD

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @_AshBlanchard: Good night everyone, and thank you for your tireless work social workers! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @melaniesage: If you want to do some self-paced training on immigration policy and law and learn other ways to help, @cliniclegal offe…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Keep up the good work and be sure to take care of yourself along the way! #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: @spcummings @nasw Thanks for leading this chat - important info and solidarity given tonight! #macroSW #KeepFamiliesTog htt…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: @erinpuglia We aim to connect and educate! We hope to see you soon! #MacroSW

erinpuglia @erinpuglia
@poliSW Thanks so much! I definitely plan to. #macrosw

Rebecca Rivera @Rebecca77276370
RT @poliSW: Join #MacroSW tonight at 9:00 PM EST for this important chat on US immigration policy. https://t.co/YHoS40N1wY https://t.co/Y…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swkterry: Thanks @spcummings and all the macro tweeters. This topic weighs heavy on my heart everyday. I am grateful to have partici

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: @spcummings Sincerely, it was our pleasure! #macroSW #nasw2018 #nasw #KeepFamiliesTogether #socialworkers #socialwork @OfficialMa…

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you @spcummings for hosting such a fantastic chat tonight! Thank you @nasw for your hard work and leadership to help…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
That's awesome! Hope to see you next week! #MacroSW https://t.co/gFx7TuRHH

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Thank you, @spcummings and @OfficialMacroSW as well as all of our partners (and the @NASW!!!!!) for being here tonight...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: A5: I think we need to continue to speak up and show up! Vote, make calls, protest, advocate, support, assist, fight! KEEP.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Thank you for your leadership tonight @spcummings! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: whenever there's a social problem that is hard to solve, everyone's first thought should be "we need a social work.

Naomi Cohn @naomiwcohn
RT @nasw: A4: #NASW also strongly encourages social workers to put pressure on their members of Congress to address any policy that inc

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WrightEriel: @spcummings A 5: Continue to be the voice and the force to help reunite those families. Advocate for any resources/policie

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Keep up the good work and be sure to take care of yourself along the way! #MacroSW

Heather @Meeposity
RT @SetouO: We have a humanitarian crisis unfolding before us. And there is a sense of powerlessness that are preventing many people to j

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: Excellent work tonight, @spcummings! Thanks to all on the chat for the insights, resources, and ideas! #MacroSW

Mary Wintin @MaryWintin
RT @SocWrkDoc: A3) #MacroSW https://t.co/2QpCgkUmxb

Janet West @Jawat4
RT @poliSW: I'm doing a webinar with NASW-NY on the 28th on Legislative Advocacy. https://t.co/3zgaTZJp Cp #macrosw https://t.co/NfKj6Tr

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @nasw: Check out our blog for tips on how to help at your local level there's even a script for what to say to your Congressman #MacroSV

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: @nasw @spcummings Many governors are suing over this, as with NYS Gov. https://t.co/4Wz1rmGbDF #MacroSW
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